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ABSTRACT

An analytical model was developed to describe the thermodynamic
and fluid dynamic processes in an exhaust gas cooler employing liquid
water injection. The model is based on the solution of the equations of
conservation of species, momentum, and energy for the system and
the equations for the exchange of these quantities between liquid and
gaseous phases. These equations are programmed for solution on an
IBM 360 computer. The predictions of the model are compared with
measured data from a series of turbojet tests in the Propulsion Develop-
ment Test Cell (T-l) spray cooler. The comparison showed that the
model gave a good agreement with the measured pressure and liquid
temperature at various points along the cooler. Parameters such as
gas temperature and specific humidity which were not measured are
discussed in terms of their relation to the overall cooler performance.
From the results of the measurements and predictions, a physical de-
scription of the cooling process is presented. Based on the results of
one of the tests, a possible method of reducing the pressure loss in a
cooler is proposed.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

Testing of turbojet engines and rocket motors at simulated altitude
in ground test facilities requires cooling of the high temperature ex-
haust gas to a relatively low temperature before the gas enters the ex-
haust gas pumping system. Cooling of the gases by water spray with
direct heat and mass exchange between the water and the exhaust gas
has been utilized in many test facilities. This method of cooling is
often called spray cooling.

Many of the spray coolers used in the Engine Test Facility (ETF)
at the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) receive exhaust
gas from a rocket or turbojet engine. The cooling process reduces the
temperature from approximately 4000'R (maximum temperature of a
turbojet engine exhaust gas) to approximately 550'R. By means of an
atomizing water spray, the exhaust gas is cooled and humidified. The
cooling produces a temperature compatible with the ducting, control
valves, and pumping system material limits. Water conservation is
an important consideration in operation because of the large quantities
of spray water required.

Previous work has developed computer models for spray coolers
based on the assumption of a homogeneous two-phase flow with kinetic
ahd thermodynamic equilibrium (Refs. 1, 2. and 3). The investigations
contained in this report cover the development of a computer model of
a spray cooling process that follows a typical liquid water droplet in the
coc~er ducting. No assumptions of kinetic or thermodynamic equilib-
rium between the gas and liquid are made. The model is then compared
with measurements made in a spray cooler during operation. The approach
approach is similar to that used by Shapiro (Ref. 4).

SECTION II
EXHAUST GAS COOLING SYSTEM

2.1 CONFIGURAIION

The co1figuration of the Propulsion Development Test Cell (T-1)
spray cooler consists of a diverging conical inlet section followed by
a constant-area duct to the end of the spray cooler (Fig. la,
Appendix I). The cooling water is introduced through a group of nozzles

r .. .. . ... --7-1
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arranged in a series of banks, in which the first three banks of sprays
consist of nozzles projecting a fan-type spray directed downstream
along the wall to protect the ducting (Fig. 1b). The remaining banks
are arranged in a wagon-wheel configuration with several spokes, each
"spoke" containing several spray heads. Each spray head contains
several fixed-geometry, conical spray nozzles (Figs. lb and c) directed
generally downstream. The water to each spray bank is supplied by a
large header, and the flow rate to each spray bank is controlled by a
valve between the header and the spray bank.

2.2 INSTRUMENTATION

Instrumentation was provided to measure flow rates and pressures
of the exhaust gas stream entering the cooler, and e temperature and
composition were calculated using the method of R, . 5. Exhaust gas
static pressure and liquid water temperature measurements were aiso
made at five axial stations along the cooler. The temperature of the
cooling water before injection was measured, and the flow rate was
calculated from pressure measurements made across an orifice or at
the control valve. The location of this instrumentation is shown in
Fig. 2. Measurements taken by this instrumentation provided experi-
mental correlation with the analytical results from the mathematical
model.

The millivolt outputs from the thermocouples and strain-gage-type
pressure transducers were recorded on either magnetic tape or by a
photographically recording galvanometer -type oscillograph. The mag-
netic tape data were reduced on a digital computer, and the oscillograph
data were reduced manually using electrical calibrations taken prior to
testing.

2
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SECTION III
DEVELOPMENT OF THE ANALYTICAL MODEL

The analytical model is base,.u - the equations of conservation of
energy, momentum, and species for the ekhaust gas cooler and the ex-
change of these quantities between phases. The model considers the
behavior of a typical drop down the length of the cooler and calculates
the changes in thermodynamic properties over a series of small incre-
mental distances. The equations were programmed for solution on a
digitial computer.

Some of the key assumptions in the analysis are as follows:

1. All gases including water vapor obey the perfect gas
equation of state.

2. ThE flow is steady and one dimensional.

3. The gab niixture at any section is homogeneous.

4. The droplets from each injection station are uniformly
distributed over the cross-sectional area of the cooler.

5. The droplets are injected parallel to the gas flow and
maintain this direction throughout the cooler. The in-
fluence of gravity on the droplets is considered negli-
gible.

6. There is no aerodynamic breakup or agglomeration of
the drops.

7. The drops injected at any injection station are uniform
in size.

8. The maximum number of injection stations is nine,
and their spacing is arbitrary.

9. The internal resistance of the drops to heat distribu-
tion is negligible, thus the temperatura is uniform
through the drop.

10. The drops injected at each injection station are
accounted for separately.

11. Heat transfer and friction at the duct walls and piping
are negligible.

12. Cross-sectiunal area of the cooler is a prescribed func-
tion of distance along the cooler.

3
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3.1 EQUATION FOR THE CONSERVATION OF SPECIES FOR ONE
INJECTION STATION

The conservation of species written for the exhaust gas and water
(in both liquid and vapor form) over an incremental distance 6x is

drh drii dlii

ii+ r+ rn + 6x + rn = .c (6 )
v R v d 6x + +d 6x +rnc dx

If the noncondensable flow rate is assumed constant and insoluble in
water, Eq. (1) may be simplified:

drh drii
v+ 0 (2)dx dx

The mass fraction of vapor may be written

v
Cv rh + ri (3)

v nc

and the mass fraction of noncondensable gas is
rh

c nc 1 C (4)
Cnc h + rYi vV fle.

In addition, the specific humidity may be defined as

rh C
V V

ri - C (5)
nc v

and the liquid water ratio (f,) as

r In
(6)

nc

3.2 EQUATION FOR THE CONSERVATION OF ENERGY FOR ONE
INJECTION STATION

The energy equation is developed to equate the total energy of the
exhaust gas and liquid watdr as they pass two planes an incremental
distance (6x) apart.

4
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i, ,, [h, +(V /2)>/ + xv [hv + (V, n/21 + rii, [h, + (VR/2]

=[Z,. + (dr., /dx).x]{h n, + (dh n, /dx)6x

+ [, + , dx)6 X]2 /2,}+ [,+,, + (d,,,/,dx)6x] {h,

+ (dh v/dx)6x + [vnc + Wv /dx)6X] 2 /2}

+ ['ff, + (d•iIdx)6x] {h, + (dh,,/dx)6x

+ [V, + (d V,/ dx) 6X]2 /2}
(7)

By expanding and simplifying the above and expressing the mass flow
rates of the various components in terms of Eqs. (5) and (6), Eq. (7)
becomes

dh dV C dh dV [h + (V 2 /2) rClnc + V nc + v V V nc + V nc
dx ncvdx IC dx nc dx (1-C) 2

dh I dV I V")>+f - +V -• + h + d -- 0 (8)
k \dx I dx 2 I

3.3 EQUATION FOR THE CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM FOR ONE
INJECTION STATION

The momentum equation expressing the total momentum passing
two planes (6x) apart is:

rhncVnc+rvVnc + + IlRV+ PA = drhn +(drfn /dx)6x] [Vnc

" (dV n/dx)6x] + [rip + (diiv/dx)6x][vn+ (dVnedx)6x]

"+ [riii +~ (dfi,/dcx)6x] [V, + (dV Idx)Sx

"+ [P + (dP/dx)6x] [A (dAldx)6x] (9)
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Expanding and simplifying give

rh (dV /dx) + V n(dnfi !dx) + ridr Idx) + V (dr /dx) (10)

+ rfi (dV I/dx) + VI (drn /dx) + P(dA/dx) + A(dP/dx) - 0

By dividing by 1in and incorporating the specific humidity and liquid
nc

water ratio in terms of Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively, Eq. (10) may be
expressed as

dV C dV V dC dVI dfi dA
n+ + +

dx 1 - dx (I C dx dx dx nc
v

A dPdx =0rni dx
nc (11)

Multiplying by V (1 - C ) and assuming that the change in area overnc V

the increment 6x is negligible give

dV dC 2 If dV df 1(I C)V n___c + V " ( C )" V + V1
v nc dx nc dx v nc - 2

v dP
Pnc dx (12)

3.4 EQUATIONS FOR MULTIPLE INJECTION STATIONS

Exhaust gas coolers similar to those shown in Fig. la consist
of a series of spray banks or water injection stations, whereas the
equations previously developed indicate that the water is injected uni-
formly at one station. The equations are easily expanded to include
multiple injection stations by adding a term to describe the liquid injec-
tion conditions at each spray bark and the location of each bank. The
previously developed equations (Eqs. (2), (8), and (12)) are modified
as shown below. Ecquation (2) becomes

v + F __ =0 (13)
dx dx

6
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Equation (8) becomes

dhn + dvne C (dhv dV nc v + (Vnc [d Cd]fl+ ÷ n• •-V -•" V+ V nc-- ,-,l v _nv)

+ (dh ~ dV [df~ (14)

and Eq. (12) becomes

dV dC dV df
(l- C V dnc + V d- + (1- C )V f + Vi

v nc dx nc dx v nVfcnK dx

+ (Icv) dP _0P nc dx

The piping necessary for the spray banks in an exhaust gas cooler
similar to the one shown in Fig. la can occupy a significant portion of
the cross-sectional area of tile duct. In the cooler of test cell T-1, the
frontal area of the piping at each injection station is approximately 12
perceat of the total cross-sectional area. Because of the large amount
of liquid normally used for cooling and the blockage caused by water
piping, the equations describing the cooling process must be further
modified to incorporate terms necessary to account for the loss in
momentum of the liquid that strikes this piping. This modification is
made 0. 25 ft upstream of each spray bank where the liquid properties
from all previous stations are mass averaged to produce two new
streams, one of which represents the liquid passing a spray bank with-
out interference and a second stream which strikes the piping, losses
its momentum, and is then reaccclerated. The fraction of liquid strik-
ing the piping is equal to the fraction of area occupied by the piping.
Therefore, the new liquid properties passing the spray bank will be

f = (AA) (f + f + ff + .) (16)

V f 4 V f f., + 1 7 , ( 1 7 )
V (17)

tA X ft
n 1

7
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T f +T f T f
TSA f (18)

A~
n 1

D, f• + D, f + D. f1 +

DA = f,(1 )
D A.

n

The properties of the liquid that strikes the piping will be

VB = 1. 0 (20)

TSB =TSA (21)

D B- 13a

g Vnc (22)B

The velocity (V is arbitrarily set at a small value but not zero be-

cause it appears in the denominator of several calculations; TS is

assumed equal to T since the system is adiabatic and no heat is lost

to the piping. The diameter of the reaccelerated drop (DB) is based on

Eq. (12. 6) of Ref. 6. The equation has been modified by neglecting the
second term on the right side since it is almost negligible for the condi-
tions encountered in this program. The final form of the equation for
the drop diameter is basically a solution to the Weber number for a
critical value of 13.

3.5 EQUATIONS FOR THE EXCHANGE OF MASS, ENERGY, AND MOMENTUM
BETWEEN PHASES

It is now necessary to develop the equations to relate the transfer
of mass, energy, and momentum between phases. Since the mass flow
rate of the noncondensable portion of the exhaust stream is considered
constant and negligibly soluble in water, the only exchange of mass:
occurs between the liquid water and vapor. The conservation of water
was expressed earlier in Eq. (2) and is

8
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dri dr ii

dx +* - o0

Furthermore the mass transfer to or from a single drop may be
developed from Eq. (21. 2-26) of Ref. 7 which expresses the molar rate
of evaporation as

W (m) =k tD.2 vs V

v. x. 1 vs (23)
1

By multiplying by the molecular weight of vapor (M ), the results inV
terms of the mass rate of evaporation may be expressed as

x - R
W M =k rD. 2 M vs. v (24)v. v x. i vl-i

1 i vs.
1

Since the mass rate of evaporation is equal to the decrease in the mass
of a drop per unit time, then

dMd. vs. v1 =k irD."• •(2
dt x. I v T - x 2 (25)

i vs.
I

Since the equations developed will be solved for incremental distances
(dx), the equation above will be more useful in terms of the distance (dx):

dMd. R - v
V 1 k 1. V - 1(26

V,. dx x. i v 1 - x (26)
1 1 VS.1

For a mixture of perfect gases, the molar concentration ( vs) can be

expressed in terms of the pressure where

Pvs. S. ( (27)
vs. P

1

9
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is the mole fraction of vapor at the drop surface and P is the vapor
vs

saturation pressure computed at the drop surface temperature. While
this method of evaluating vs is exact only for zero mass transfer, it

can be shown to give satisfactory results even at relatively high mass
transfer rates. The mole fraction (R ) of the free stream is

V

r I/M C /MS=V V V V
v a (rh / rM )+rh M / ) (C/M ) + (I -C /M ) (28)

v v nc nc v V C

The change in the total amount of liquid may be expressed in terms of
the change for one drop and the number of drops

dfI f dMd

d - (29)dx M d. dx
d

The transfer of energy between phases is related to the thermody-
namic state of the exhaust gas stream and the liquid drops. Since the
system is adiabatic and at a constant area over the distance (dx), any
change in the gas stream will necessarily result in a change in the
drops; therefore, the exchange of energy between phases will be
expressed as a change in internal energy of a single drop, and this will
then be related to the change in energy of all the liquid. The change in
internal energy for a single drop over the distance (dx) is

dedd. dM d.
V •rID2 .T T Ti+ h V•

V. dx 1 g v .1 dx (30)
1 S.1

where the first term on the right expresses the convective heat transfer
and the second term expresses the heat transfer accompanying the mass
transfer and change in phase. From the known energy transfer for one
drop, the total energy transfer may be expressed as

rf 'I dedd 1lr l (31)

dx I e Md dx

10
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It is assumed that the resistance to heat distribution within the droplet
is negligible compared with the resistance to heat transfer at the sur-
face, that is, the temperature within the drop is uniform. Thus,

e c (Ts- T
d ref (32)

for a constant specific heat of liquid (c2 ).

The momentum transfer between phases will be expressed using
Newton's Second Law where the force on the drop is due only to the
droplet drag. Therefore. expressed in this manner,

r A~~ -M,(n -v,) P i
VI x [i nc - Pg 4 2 (33)

which may be simplified to
dMd dV

(Vrtc - V2. v dx +dV I dx

lrI2C DiIVnc - V1, (Vn - VA)
#1g 4 2 (34)

where p is the denrity of the combined noncondensable gas and vaporgI
in the stream.

The equation of state for the exhaust gas stream is
Pz:(pn +p v)R T

nc p g nc (35)

where

jMv + -IR. (36)
"nc

3.6 COMPUTER SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS

The conditions in the cooler are determined by first computing the
changes to the liquid and then incurpurating these changes into the solu-
tion of the conservation equations for the complete systerr. The

11
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computer solution is based on the modified Euler method. The changes
in the liquid properties are calculated from the derivatives given in
Eqs. (26), (29), (30). and (34) and a known step size (dx). These
changes are calculated for each liquid stream. The sum of the changes
in mass, energy, and momentum are then incorporated into Eqs. (13),
(14), (15), and (35) to solve for the new gas propertie3. An iteration
technique is used for the solution to the last three eouations. The calcu-
lation procedure continues down the cooler until a point is reached
0. 25 ft upstream of . spray bank. At this point, the liquid properties
are averaged as discussed in Section 3.4 (Eqs. (16) through (22)). By
using the gas properties last calculated and the liquid properties of
stream "a" only, the calculation procedure discussed above is com-
pleted for one step (dx). At this point, stream "b" (the liquid that has
impinged on the piping) is added to the calculation, and the changes to
Eqs. (26), (29), (30), and (34) are calculated for the two streams
separately. These changes in mass energy and momentum are included
in this iterative solution to Eqs. (13), (14), (15), and (35). The calcula-
tion procedures continue until a new spray bank is reached and then
these liquid properties are included in the calculation routine.

The step size (dx) is variable in this program. The initial value
used is 0. 0001 ft, but if convergence is achieved quickly (less than 3
iterations), the step size is increased for the next series of calculations.
The step size will vary between 0. 0001 and 0. 01 ft depending on the
number of iterations necessary for convergence in the previcus set of
calculations. A computer listing of the program is given in Appendix III.

The frequency of printout for the calculations may also be varied,
but experience has shown that for most conditions printing the results
every 0. 25 ft is sufficient to see the changes in the exhaust gas cooler
conditions.

Typical input for a computer run is shown in Tables Ia and b
(Appendix II). Special note should be taken of the spray banks in which
no water is injected (fI = 0). The spray banks are included in the input
because they will contribute blockage to the system and their location
must be known. In each case. a fictitious velocity, temperature, and
drop size is also included to prevent division by zero during the :iolu-
tion, but since thes-e properties are also multiplied by fV, they become
zero and do not affect the final solution.

For conditions where two-phase flow exists, but the piping for in-
jecting the liquid does not occupy a significant portion of the cross-
sectional area, a variation of the analytical model may be used. This

12
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variation involves only the solution of Eqs. (13), (14), (15), (26), (29),
(30), (34), and (35) without the averagia- of the liquid properties dis-
cussed in Section 3.4 (using Eqs. (16) through (22)). In addition, a
drop size distribution may be simulated in this variation of the model
by inputing the various drop diameters and their respective quantities
(f I) as spray stations but with the stations at the maximum dx distance

apart. A computer listing for this model variation will be found in
Appendix IV.

SECTION IV
EVALUATION OF THE ANALYTICAL MODEL

An evaluation of the computer model was made by comparing tile
predicted exhaust gas prcssure with measured data and also the pre-
dicted liquid water temperature with the value measured by an exposed
junction thermocouple at several points in the exhaust gas cooler. In
addition, the calculated exhaust gas temperature and the specific humid-
ity are discussed to determine how these parameters are influenced by
test conditions.

Six typical data points taken during the testing of a turbojet engine
are used to evaluate the model. The input conditions for use in the com-
puter program are shown in Tables I and I1. Also shown in the tables
are the inlet conditions to the spray cooler which were ecaculated using
the method of Ref. 4 whiich has been included as a part of the model.
These data show that, for the runs in Table I, the cooler inlet conditions
are constant and the difference is in the spray banks that are in use,
whereas the data in Table II show the cooling water parameters to be
constant and the exhaust gas temperature and velocity to vary. Two
other items of importance that should be noted are:

1. The cooling vater flow rate from the individual 'wagon-
wheel" spray banks was kept constant, and only the num-
ber of spray banks was varied, and

2. The cooling water from the wall sprays of spray banks
No. 2 and 3 were not normally included in the calculation,
whereas the water from spray bank No. 1 was included.

The flow rate from the Individual spray ixunlks was kept constant to mini-
mizc thk: uff,,cts uf ý' LLidLiunt, ini cooling water velocity, drop size, and
distribution from the individuld nozzles. The cooling water from spray
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banks 2 and 3 was not included because it was believed that these wall

sprays would not contribute significantly to the cooling of the exhaust

gas. Calculations show that the pressure change in the ducting to the

first wagon-wheel can generally be adequately described by assuming

a one-dimensional isentropic flow with no cooling water present. The

cooling water from spray bank No. 1 was included because liquid water

must be present at the start of the computer program (i. e., fI #: 0),

and the difference between the isentropic value of pressure and that
calculated using the initial spray bank was not significant.

The measured and calculated values of pressure as a function of
distance along the cooler are shown in Fig. 3; the liquid water tempera-

tures are shown in Fig. 4. The increase in pressure during the first
9 ft (the diverging portion of the ducting) followed by a drop in pressure
for the constant area portion of the cooler is characteristic of nearly
all runs. The initial rise in pressure is due primarily to the subsonic
compression of the exhaust gas with very little acceleration of the cool-
ing water except on the outer edges of flow. The abrupt decrease in
pressure that follows occurs in the constant diameter section of the
cooler where the wagon-wheel sprays are located. The drop in pres-
sure in this section is caused by acceleration of the cooling water from
the initial wagon-wheel spray bank and the loss in momentum of the
previously injected liquid water as it strikes the piping and is then re-
accelerated. This later loss in momentum is taken in account by the
averaging of the liquid properties and the resultant use of Eqs. (34),
(35), and (36). Although the area occupied by the internal water piping
at each spray station is small (approximately 12 percent), it is sufficient
to cause a drastic change in the pressure characteristics. The magnitude
of the change caused by inclusion of this piping is best illustrated by
assuming that in the constant diameter section the piping is removed but
the water is still introduced uniformily over the cross section of the
cooler at the various spray banks. Figure 5 shows the calculated
cooler pressure for several blockages as well as the standard 12 percent
used for the calculation of all data from the cooler in test cell T-1. All
calculated pressures show good agreement initially, but then the pres-
sure begins to increase for the case of zero blockage while decreasing
rapidly for the remaining cases. This increase in static pressure is
caused by the decrease in dynamic pressure while the total pressure of
the exhaust stream remains essentially constant. The decrease in
dynamic pressure is due primarily to the cooling of the exhaust gas
stream. The decrease in pressure for the conditions with various
amounts of blockage is due to theo interference caused by the piping.
The effect of blockage in a flow stream is well known and the above
examrnle illustrates its importaincc in a two-phase stream. The percent-
agesM in Fig. 5 cover the range of normal and exotreme blockage conditions
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and indicate not only the importance of including the blockage in the ana-
lytical model but also the importance of minimizing it wherever possible
in cooler design.

The measured and predicted liquid temperatures for the data points
in Table I are shown in Fig. 4. Three of the four measured values
show good agreement with the predicted values, while the remaining
value (the initial measurement) is always high. It is significant to note
that the predicted liquid temperature for the first wagon-wheel spray
bank at 9. 2 ft rises approximately 70 0 R in approximately 6 in. and then
levels off at an almost constant value even when additional spray banks
are used. This rapid rise in temperature is due to the fact that initially
the liquid water temperature is low (53GoR) and its vapor pressure at
the drop surface is also low. The low vapor pressure of the drop com-
bined with the low vapor partial pressure in the gas stream results in
a low mass transfer rate, while the large difference in gas and liquid
temperatures gives a high heat transfer rate and a rapid rise in the
temperature of the liquid with little evaporation. As the liquid temper-
ature begins to rise, the difference between tVe partial pressure of the
drop and gas stream increases, and the mass transfer (or evaporation
from the drop) increases. This increase in mass transfer continues
until a liquid temperature is approached where heat transfer to the drop
is almost completely used for the evaporation of water. The final tem-
perature approached by the liquid is its adiabatic or wet bulb saturation
temperature. As additional cooling water is added through the use of
additional spray banks this process is repeated, but the rate of liquid
temperature rise will decrease because of the smaller temperature
difference between gas and liquid and also because the hotter liquid
must also be cooled. The cooling of the liquid does not become im-
portant until there is a very large amount of "hot" liquid present. The
fact that the cooler liquid temperature does rise very rapidly keeps the
overall cooling process from becoming extremely inefficient due to
alternately heating and cooling the liquid in the stream.

The previously mentioned thermocouple located at 9. 2 ft always
reads high. The high reading is believed to be caused by the location
of the thermocouple at the edge of the diverging section where the fan-
type spray will leave a liquid deficient region near the thermocouple.
Since the smaller liquid quantity is surrounded by a large amount of
hot exhaust gas, the heat transfer to the liquid will be abnormally high
and 1hus cause the liquid temperature to rise to a value higher than is
prcdicted by the computer model which assumes a uniform liquid distri-
bution over the cross section of the cooler.
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The validity of the computer model is best determined by comparing
the predicted and measured values of static pressure, gas temperature,
and specific humidity. A comparison using the static pressure has
already been made, but measurements of the later twu quantities have
not been made because of the difficulties inherent in a two-phase stream.
The exhaust gas temperature is important because of the effect on pump-
ing machinery capabilities. As the temperature of the exhaust gas
entering the machines is increased, the maximum mass flow rate that
can be pumped at a constant pressure decreases; or, stated another way,
for a given mass flow rate of exhaust gas, the minimum upstream pres-
sure increases as the temperature of the exhaust gas entering the
machinery increases. Therefore, it is desirable to cool the exhaust
gas as much as possible. The specific humidity, like the gas tempera-
ture, places a lower limit on the pressure capabilities of the exhaust
machinery. As the specific humidity increases, the minimum upstream
pressure at the test cell also increases because this additional vapor is
additional mass that must be removed. Therefore, the optimum condi-
tion would appear to consist of the lowest exhaust gas temperature and
specific humidity. The problem is that the temperature normally de-
creases at the expense of an increase in humidity for spray coolers like
those in ETF unless very large quantities of water are injected. Since
the overall process of reducing the temperature is normally by evapora-
tion of cooling water, the specific humidity for the process increases as
the temperature decreases.

The predicted gas temperatures along the length of the cooler is
shown in Fig. 6 for the three data points under discussion. The de-
crease in temperature follows the same path for the three runs as long
as the same spray banks are used. As expected the lowest gas temper-
ature occurs for the data point using the most cooling water (Run No.
36-13), while the highest temperature is predicted with the least amount
of cooling water (Run No. 36-13). The temperature curve shows a dis-
tinct change occurring at approximately 9 ft. Although the data indicated
that the pressure change at this point could be treated as a subsonic com-
pression of a gas with no mass transfer, this is not the case with the
predicted cooling curve. If the gas temperature followed a subsonic

compression process with no mass transfer, the predicted temperature
should be at some value greater than the cooler inlet value of approxii-
matelv 3570'R. If this were a subsonic compression the wall-type
sprays would probably be spraying directly along the wall and the
thermocouple at 9. 2 ft should be reading approximately gas temperature
and the first wagon-wheel spray bank should be surrounded by the high
temperature gas flow. As nuted earlier, the thermocouple at the end
of the divergent sectin :ndicates a mcasured tcmperdture highcr than
the predicted liquid but certain>l5 n1t an exhaust gas temperature. Since
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the thermocouple is measuring a liquid temperature (Refs. 8 and 10),
there has obviously been heating of the water indicating that the temper-
ature characteristics cannot be described by an isentropic compression.
Therefore, some cooling and mass transfer has taken place in the diver-
gent section of the cooler, and the predicted curve probably has the
correct shape, but it is not possible to know if the temperature is abso-
lutely correct. The remainder of the predicted exhaust gas tempera-
ture curve is typical-a rapid decrease in temperature while there is a
large temperature difference between gas and liquid followed by a de-
creasing rate of cooling near the exit- as the temperature difference de-
creases. The point where the cooling curves separate is the location
of the next spray bank being used. 'The differences noted At the exit
indicate the magnitude of temperature change that can be expected by
using additional spray banks for the conditions of these tests.

Since one of the objects of the cooling process is to get the lowest
value of exhaust gas temperature at the lowest specific humidity, the
temperature as a function of the specific humidity is presented for the
three data points in Fig. 7 to show how the cooling takes place. :The
two points immediately obvious and important to the modeldescription
are:

1. The overall process is one of humidification and not two
separate processes, i. e. , one of humnidification followed
by dehumidification, and

2. There are short periods of dehumidification downstream
of each active injection station but quickly followed by a
resumption of the evaporative process.

The normal method of visualizing the cooling process in an exhaust
gas spray cooler is to picture first a short section of cooler in which
sufficient water is prescnt to provide saturation conditions. This water
is inected into the stream and is immediately vaporized because of the
large temperature difference between liquid and exhaust gas. This pro-
cess involves transferring sufficient heat from the gas:stream to vapor-
ize the water. After the gas stream becomes saturated with respect to
the cooling water that has been injected, ary further cooling water
serves to dehumidify, the gas stream. This dehumidification process is
generally imagined to take place very slowly when compared with the
vaporization process. As shown in 'Fig. 7, the c(oling process does not
appear to follow the model described above; instead the process appears
to be one of almost continuous evaporation with a few periods of slight
dehumidification. Which process is correct becomes very important
in the understanding and design of sprazy coolers. The first process
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actuplly describes what takes place in an infinitely long cooler where

6nly small amounts of 1water are injected, and this water is allowed to
reach temperature and velocitjr equilibrium before any more water is
injected. ' In this way, saturation mAy be achieved but With no excess
liquid water present. The second process describes a nonequiibritim
process in terms of liquid and vapor temperatures, velocity, and con-
centrations but is the actual process in an exhaust gas cooler.

, When liquid water is injected into the gas stream, initially the
liquid, is at a low temperature and partial pressure, whereas the gas
stream has a relatively high temperaturc but low vapor pressure due
to tl~e small'amount of vapor in the stream (genqrally only the water
formed during tha comibustion process). 5ince the evaporation pro-
cess is controlled by the vapor 'concentration difference ý(see Eq. (16Y),
the mass transfer will initially be very low,, but because of the large
temperature differences (on the' order of 300°*R),' the heat transfer
rdfte will be very high. With the high heat transfer rate, the liquid
temperature rises very rapidly, and the partial pressure difference
betwoen the liquid and gag stream increases, causing a rise in. the
mass transfer rate. This process of rising liquid temperature and
mass transfer -rate continues until a liquid temperature is approached
where the heat transferred intolthe liquid is used almost completely for,
vaporization. The temperature that is approached bý the liquid is the
adiabatid or wet-bulb saturation temperature, but although this temper-
ature is nearly achieved, the evaporationi of the liquid continues because
there ,still exists a partial pressurd difference between the droplet sur-
face and gqs stream tp provide the mass transfer driving force; and a
temperature difference to supply heat for vaporization. This process
will tcontinue until the partial pressure' and temperature diffeience dis-
appears.

This process discussed above is badicaJly for one spray bank, where-
as the normal cooler operation uses several banks. What happens when
fresh cooling water (from a downstream spray bank) is injected into the
gas stream can be divided into two processes. These occur:,

1. *When the vapor pressure of the fresh liqu'id is greater
than the vapor pressure of the exhaust stream, and

2. \Vixen the vapor pressure of the fresh liquid is less
than thevapor pressure of the gas stream.

B3oth of these conditions are shown in Fig. 7c. The first conditi6n
occurs at the entrance to the cooldr when the -exhaust gas contains very
little vapor (the partial pressure is almost negligibld) and water is
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injected with a partial pressure of approximately 64 psf. In this instance,
evaporation begins immediately and continues the length of the cooler.
The second case occurs when the gas temperature has reached 2500°R
(at spray bank No. 4). The partial pressure of the gas stream is now
215 psf which is above that of the incoming water and should result in
the gas stream being dehumidified. This is in fact what happens, but
because the dehumidification takes place over such a short distance, the
decrease in specific humidity does not show up. The dehumidification
process is much clearer at spray bank No. 5 when the gas temperature
has reached 16000 R, and the specific humidity decreases from 0. 43 to
0. 41 before beginning to increase again. Another way of picturing the
process is shown in Fig. 8 where the partial pressure difference be-
tween the liquid and vapor is shown as a function of the specific humid-
ity. When the pressure difference is positive, evaporation takes place,
and when it is negative, dehumidification takes place. In this figure,
the liquid from spray bank No. 1 is shown to be evaporating from the
start, whereas the liquid from spray bank No. 4 initially causes
dehumidification until the pressure difference reaches zero. Then the
process for spray bank No. 4 becomes evaporative, and the specific
humidity begins to increase again. The same thing will happen to the
spray banks downstream as shown in Fig. 8 where dehumidification
takes place immediately downstream of the injection station. The spe-
cific humidity has a greater decrease for each succeeding spray bank
because the partial pressure difference is initially greater.

Three additional runs are included in this discussion to show the
agreement between the model and the experimental data and also to
point out some possible effects of the two wall spray banks in the diverg-
ing section which are normaliy omitted from the calculation procedure.
The measured engine inlet parameters and the calculated cooler inlet
parameters are shown in Table II, and the pressure as a function of
distance data is shown in Fig. 9. These data show good agreement
between theory and experiment at the cooler exit, but for Run 36-16, the
agreement at the exit from the diverging section (9. 2 ft) is not good.
Comparing the measured and predicted pressure for the three runs
shows that the agreement is good for Run 36-14, but becomes progres-
sively poorer for Runs 36-15 and 36-16. From Table II, the test
parameters, including the cooling water, are seen to be the same with
only the engine fuel flow rate changing. Thus, there is poorer agree-
ment between the model and data as the fuel flow rate decreases.

A possible explanation for this lies in the interaction between wall
spray banks 2 and 3 and the relatively low velocity gas stream. At the
interface between the liquid and gas streams, a portion of the hot ex-
haust gas is cooled by flowing radiallY through the wa-ll sprays to the
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area bctwcer the interface and the duct wall while the remainder under-
goes essentially an isentropic compression as it flows down the duct.
As the Mach numbers of the two streams decrease, their static pres-
sure increases, and for the gas flowing through the sprays, the total
pressure will also increase because of the evaporation of water. The
resultant effect is to increase the static pressure above that predicted
by the model because of the cooling of the radially flowing gas.

To show the effect of the wall spray banks on the agreement between
measured and predicted pressure, a run (35-44, Table II) was chosen
with similar cooler inlet conditions but without spray banks 2 and 3
operating. The predicted and measured pressure for the first 9. 2 ft is
shown in Fig. 10 for Runs 35-44 and 36-16. The agreement between
predicted and measured pressure for Run 35-44 is good, indicating that
the wall sprays are at Least part of the problem.

A second interesting point about Run 36-16 is that the measured
pressure is higher than the totl pressure calculated by assuming
either an isentropic expansion or a two-phase cooling process, as
shown in Fig. 11. To achieve this measured pressure, mass must he
added to the stream but under conditions where there is not significant
loss in momentum due to the added mass being accelerated. This con-
dition could probably be achieved by the gases flowing radially through
the water stream and adding vapor to the gas stream.

The condition of abnormally high static pressure is not usually
encountered because the wall sprays are not used for conditions such
as encountered in RLui 36-16 where the cooler inlet velocity and temper-
ature are low. For those runs where the sprays are used, such as
36-14, the total energy level of the stream masks any influence of the
wall sprays.

If this radial mass flow through the wall spravs is the reason for
the extremely high static pressure at the end of the diverging section,
this technique might be a useful way of supplementing the exhaust pump-
ing machinery to achieve a lower test cell pressure.

SECTION V
CONCLUDING REMARKS

An analytical model was developed to describe the process carried
on by an exhaust gas spray cooler. The model consisted of the computer
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solution to the equations of conservation of 61pccics, momentum, and
energy and the exchange of these quantities between the gas and liquid
phase.

The model was compared with data from turbojet tests conducted in
Propulsion Development Test Cell (T-1l). The range of spray cooler
inlet conditions was as follows:

ri- = 148 to 155 Ibm/sec
nc

T = 10G6 to '5`g68 0 Rnc

P, = 711 to 909 psf

V = 402 to 1147 ft/sec
nc

f£ = 2.5to3.83

Ts = 536OR

TN~e static pressure and liquid temperature were measured at six posi-
tions along the length of the cooler, and these pressures and tempera-
tures were ccmpared with similar values predicted by the model. The
measured static pressure at the cooler exit agreed with the predicted
value within 4 percent or less, and the measured liquid temperature
agreed within 1 percent of the predicted value. With the exception of
the pressure at the entrance to the cylindrical section, the agreement
between model and measurement for the other data was at least this
good. The predicted values of gas temperature and specific humidity
are discussed, but measured values of these quantities were not avail-
able for comparison because of the lack of adequate instrumentation.
Successful instrumentation was not available ior making this type of
measurements in a typical exhaust gas cooler stream with liquid-to-gas
mass ratios on the order of 2 to 1 or greater.

Static pressure measurements at the exit to the diverging section
of the cooler gave abnormally high results for one run based on the pre-
dicted value from the model. A possible explanation for these data
based on a separated recirculating flow in this area was postulated.
Additional data for verifying this were not available. A possible method
for improving spray cooler performance based on this postulate was
also mentioned.
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a. Run No. 36-13
Fig. 7 Predicted Relation between Exhaust Temperature and Specific Humidity

for Three Cooling Water Flow Rates
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b. Run No. 36-14
Fig. 7 Continued
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c. Run No. 36-18
Fig. 7 Concluded
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Fig. 8 Effect of the Difference in the Partial Pressures of thb Liquid and
Exhaust Gas Streams on the Specific Humidity for Run No. 36-13
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Fig. 9 Measured and Predicted Exhaust Gas Cooler Pressures for Approximately
Constant Inlet Mass Flow Rate and Various Total Energy Levels
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TABLE I (Concluded)
b. Cooling Water Flow Rate Conditions

Inlet Liquid

unnStation fmst Liquid Velocity
Run ior from Ratio. fl, V1, Tempraturv, DropSi.L,
No. Spray Bank x, trac, Ibm/Ibm ft/soc Ts, 'D

_____ _______ ~X, ft ___ I
36-13 1 0 0.524 70.0 536 0.20 ,102

4 9.25 0.849 90.0 0.59 10-3

5 11.50 0. 890 90.0
6 13.75 0.951 95.0
7 16.00 0.0 90.0
G 18.25 0.968 94.0
9 20.50 0.0 90.0

10 22.75 0.0 90.0
11 25.00 0.0 90.0

36-14 1 0 0.520 69.5 0.20 x 10-2

4 9.25 0.849 91.5 0.59 x 10-3
5 11.50 0.908 91.0
6 13.75 0. 961 95.5
7 16.00 0.0
8 18.25 I
9 20.50

10 22.75
11 25.00

36-18 1 0 0. 531 71.0 0. 194 x 10-2
4 9.25 0.887 92.0 0.59 x 10-3
5 11.50 0.935 91.5
6 13.75 0
7 16.00
8 18.25
9 20.50

10 22.75

11 25.00
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-jiI I

' TABLE II (Concluded)
b. Cooling Water Flow Fkate Conditions

Inlet Liquid

Distance
cStation from Liquid Velocity Temperature, Drop Size,Runoni 'fon Rati Io. f 1, V ,.T ,° ,f; •

No. or Entrance, lVb / • V. Ts. -R D ft

No. Spray Bank xIbm ,b ft/fsec

3j6-14 1 0,0 0.52 6 9.*5 • 
5 3 6 1 0.0020

;2 4'.8 0.187 1 81.0 0.0020

3 6.9 0. 178 76.6 0.0020

4 9.25 0.849 91.5 0.00059

5 11.5 0.908 91.0

6 13.75 0 961 95.5 I

7 16.00 0.0.
8 18.25 •0.0 :

,9 20.5 0.0 0

36-15 1 :1 0.0 0.534 71.0 0.00197

2 4.8 0.191 81.0 0.00197

3 ,6.9 0.179 76.0 0.00197

4i 9.25 1 0.873 87.0 0.00059

5 11,5 0.921 89.0

.6 13.75 0.979 90.0

'7 .16.00 0.0 t I

8 18.25 0.0

9 20.5 0.0

36-16 1 0.0 0.547 72.0 0.00194

2 4'.8 0.195 .81.0 0.00194

3 6.9 0.186 77.0 0.00194

4 9.2.5 0.910 88.0 0.00059
5 11.5 0. 959 91.0
6 13.75 1.01
7 16.10 0.0

8 18.25 0.0
9 20.5 0.0

7' 16000.0

35-44 1 0.01 0.1 60.0 0.0020
2 4.8 0.0 60.0 0.0020

0 6' 9 0.0 60.0 0.0020

4 9.25 1.020 104.0 0.00059

5 11.5 1.341 98,5
6 13.75 0. 0 92.9 )
, 7 1 6 . O0

8 18.25!)20%. 5
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APPENDIX III
A LISTING OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

AND THE REQUIRED AUXILIARY EQUATIONS
FOR AN EXHAUST GAS COOLER

A listing of the computer program for the solution of the equations
developed in the text is given in this section. In addition, auxiliary
equations necessaa.y to define certain constants used for the computer
solution are listed.

AUXILIARY EQUATIONS

These auxiliary equations are used to define certain dimensionless
numbers which are in turn solved for certain coefficients used in the
equations developed in the text. The properties of the system used in the
equations are evaluated at the so-called "film temperature" which is de-
fined as

T .+T
Tfi 2

where the f indicates a film property and the i identifies the particular
liquid stream being discussed. For this program, the noncondensable
gas was assumed to be dry air, and the various constants were calcu-
lated using the properties of air. The desired constants and equations
are given below:

CDi 24 +0. 15(Ref)i 0 . 87] (Ref. 9)

Pf(ivfiX4vIMfi)(Cpvfi) V(1 fiM /Mfi)(Pnc)

Di - (6NIdi/1'P,)l/

1 D.)(Prf.)

h k i k + -r~

kV fv kfV fi + vfifncfi
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k ii

Xi c Vi

Nul 0.6v (Re V/(S \1/3

Nuaf, 2 + 0. 6 (IRef.) 1'2 (Pr)1f 3 (Ref. 10)

Pr (Cf i
fi k f.

R =Ru! [K M + (i- 5iv Mn]

]Ref = (Vg - Ve .)(pf.)(D.)

S c fi

g Sgcfj = 3 Jf

0 0

V. v

Rvfi = s
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Xv / M v( )

V /M vV) nc,

P

Vsi

v
- S1

x v--

AA = . + - Vzflc)

Sfi = ( u Tfi

COMPUTER LISTING

The following computer program was programmed for the IBM 360
computer and was used to obtain the calculated data of this program.
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DETERMINATION OF EXHAUST GAB COOLER
INLET CONDITIONS

IMPLICIT REAL*81A-I4,0-Z)
REAL*4 TZTU(150)
REAL*4 AREARAIRRFUEL
REAL*4 ART)4,ARPR,ARWI
REAL*4 IRUN42),WHAT(14)

COMMON /~ ENTH / Tv Ti', R# COA(?). Nib)* CO2A(?)t H2AI7). XN2AI?),
I 02A47), H204(7)9 WT(6), COBI?)t C029)(7)9 H2R(?), XN2817),
2 02R(19) H20R(7), Cf6)9 A(6)9 P(212)
CALL ERRSET(261#2569-1,I)
hiTli) a 0.1
WT(Z) - 4.1
WT(3) a 2.016
WT(4) a 28.016
WT(5) a 32.0
wTf6) a 18.016
P(201)- 11.766

PZ3.IZ.Zbo
P(205)u 12.770
P(207). 13.298
P1209)n 13.844
P1211)w 14.408
Re 1.9A726

c PRESSURE DlATA 32 F TW 712 F
-C

READ 4S#100) IP4i)vla32,199)
READ (5,100) (P1I),I-200,212,2)

100 FORMAT 18010.0)
c

C

READ (5*101) ICOAfIUI=1,7)t 1C0811)ql-jt7), IC02AII),I1.171.
1 fCO2B(I)vI1.7)v lH2A(I)9I=I,7)9 (H28(I)sJ.1.7)v lXN2A4II hI..7).
2 fXN2RI I).lI,?)9 (02A(i )vI.1.7)9 10281 I),I.1,7), 1H20A11),Iul,710
3 fH20R11),1I,7)

C INRt)T CONDITIONS
987 FORMAT (20A4)

C

I05 FORMAT (6fl12.s)
IREAD 417,END=999) CP1,TlTW1.VGI,VWlTGUESSIRIJN,WI4£T
READ (17) AREAIRAIRRFUEL
TGUESS-=Tw1+ .01* IT -Twfl

T2MAXmTwI-.01 ________ ~______

IF lPj.EQ.0.AND.T1.EO.0.) GD TO 999

SMSO.
DO 6 1 - 196
EM z M + CII)/ WT(I)

r-6C!JFT I NIJL
EM -1.0 / EM
Cvi C(6)
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CNCI a 1.0 - CV1
PvI alPI FM * Cv1)/ IA.
PNCI rPI PvI

TuTI/ I.A
CALL ENTHAL
SUM a 0.0
DO 7 1 - 1,5
SUJM a SUM + C(J) * H4(I)

HNCI a SUM /CNCI
II~AI~IU IM~t~KAlUI~t Ab A u19TT! JrF'EJ5MplLFT- -

C
flOTM=RA1IRPFUEL
CONSTN=( (1545.*00T14)/128.850144..*P1*AREA))*
CONSTN=CONSTN/( 2.*7/AR.*32 .2)
TGSI=T1/1 .A

T-TGSI

CALL ENTHAL
CALL SIDMIT IC,H,CNCIENTI)
TmT*II.R
FIUNCIZENT14CONSTNST*T-MNIJ1

CALL ENTHAL
CALL SUMIT IC*HtCNCI,E-NT2)
TzT*1.8)
FUNC2=ENT2+CONSTN*T*T-mNC 1

401 TGIFu(TGSI+TGS2U/2.

_____________________Ms?-!_______0_______0

T=TGIF
CALL tNIt1QL

CALL SUMIT(C.MCNCI*ENT3)
T=T*1.S
FtJNC3xENT3*CONSTN*T*T-HNC 1
TST A=F()NC 1 rIJNC 3
TST8=FUN~C2 *F0NC 3

402 IF fTSTq) 405,405,403
403 WRITE (6,411)
411 FORMAT160 NO ROOT FOR INITIAL ENTHALPH4')

GOn TO I
40)4 FUNC2=FuJNC3

G~O TO 401
40S FUNCI=FIJNC3

TC;SI=TGIF
GOf TO 401

410 ENTN'i=ENT3

C END OF ITERATION
VGI=IDOTM*1545.*Tl)/(P1*AREA*144.)
VCG1=VGI1/28.85
WRITE (6,413) ENTNUoTl,VC4
WRITE (9)C (6) .VGI ,TI ,Pl

413FM0MAT (-0 ENTHALPY = ,C12.49- GAS TEMPERATURE It= 24
0 Gh6 VELOCITY z 1,612.4)

Gfl TO I
999 CONTINUE
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EFNnFILE 9
REWIND 9
RETURN

SUgROUTINE ENII4AL
IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-Ht0-Z)
COMMON-1 ENTHM f(v-TT, fto. tOAI?)* H(6)9- C024(7), H2A(?)o XN2AI?),
1 02A17* '420A(7)v WT(63, COB(7b C02817)*, MZB(7), XN2B(?)*
-2 02RI7')9_i2OB17f9CtT6)_, £0069.. P(212)
3 TTnR*T*1.8

pIF M.LI.1000i (10 fU 10
00 4 Jal,6

4 AIJISCUA(J)
CALL HTRT fT#A,H(lfl _______

-Hf)sH41'*TT/WT(1) 24B *./TE
00 5 Julib__________

5 AUJ) = C02AfJ)_
CALL HTRT fT*AI4I2))

0O 6 Jul ,6
6 A(J)RH2AJý

CALL MTRT (TvAH13))

DO 7 J=1,6
I Alj)=XNZAIJ)
CALL HTRT (TtA*H(4))

- (4V.N4f4)*TT/WTr4) - +2072.3 *I.8/WT('41-_
DO~ 8 J=1.6

CALL HTRT (TAI-(5fl

D0 9 Jol.6
9 A(3)zI421JArJ)-

CALL HTRT IT#hH16))
-. H(6)uHI-6)*TT7WT16-+7601&4.7-*1-.8IWT-t6)

HV? =H(6)
(ityI U( I r

CALL HTAT fTtA*H(1))
H(1)=HflU*TT/WT(l) *28488._3__*.SfWT11) .

00 12 J=Iv6

CALL HTRT ITAHf2))
H .(2)xH(?)iTTfWT(2) '496290. *1.RIWTTZTT-

00 13 J=1,6
13 A(J)=H29(J)--

CALL HTRT (TtA*H(3))

00 14 J=1.6
14 A(JV2XNR(J) .. . . . . .

CALL HTRT (T,A,H(4))
H(4)ýH(4)*TT/WT(4) *2072.3 *1.R/WT14)
00 15 J=1.6

CALL HTRT (TA,H(5))
Hf 5V=H( 5 )TT/WT(5) *2074*7 *1 .RIWT( 5)
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DO 16 Jft1.6
lb AIJvax2O8gj)

CALL HTRT (T,AtN16))

"NV2ftN(6)
17 CONTINUE

MNCZ so.O
Do-t6 fo1is

19 HNC2*HNC2 * ()HI

RE TUR N

SUBROUTINEF SUMJT(C*HCN*ENTH)

DIMENSION C(1),HjI,

DO 1 IsIs
I SUMRSUM+C(t)eMIT3

ENTH=SItD/CN

ENO
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MAIN PROGRAM FOR IXIIAUSb? (;AS $MRY COOLER

I MPLICIT RFAL*8(A-H*O-Zi)-_ __

COMM0N 8A,VLB,AA,lNC -_____ ___

COMMON ROL *VW*GW*GC qRVCJqWNCAOB5(4)_ISTA----
*COMMb)C!SJf KKK~c,KI(O-jA KN '.KKIr
COMMON 0L*BL#CLITSA

* COMMON FLN,VLA,DA,FLA

14vGE 15tGE 18 bGe17,G~ts

COMMON ROF
comMMN/1 Aw/ I4
DIMENSION Y(99),YP(99),A5(1O),A6(10),A7(10).ARI 10) 9 A10( 1O),XvSfi0

29XHV( 10)
DIMENSLWt-EL aLLjvi flaTiLI.OJDhifr),STAL1111

103 F0RMAT(lHlOBEGIN4tTATIONPI4,12X,12HRtJN NUMBER PAAB)

200 M*M4-1

'(Jul

VLBs1.0

BA-.u*25

READ(5,5101.59EN03222)ALP
61015 fina-A. IOAB:1

REAOI59102) NSTA
hN$1 NSTA.I . ---- - -.

READI5,101)(STA( I )tI1aNSI)
-READ (Q.Eb4D&222 Cv.wId4 TG,P----------
P&P* 144.0

REhO( 5.101) IVL( I), Izl,NSTA)

REAOL5v11OlD~lTStj4.144TAt

REA015.10111BL1j.1alo4j -

100 FORMAT(4F10.2)

102 FORMAT( 12)

GEl=STA(2)-.25D0

GE 4=GE 3+ * 1
CGE~xSTA (4)-.25D0
GE4=GE35.ID10
GE7=SrA(4)-.25D0

GE7=STA (6)-.25D0
GE10=GE9+.1D0
GE I 1STA1(7)-.2500

GE 12sGE 11..100
GEI3sSTA(8 )-.2500
GE14=GE13+.. 00
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GEL5uSTAf9)-. I I00

GE~laSTAI I0)-.i'o0
,F I SGE 17+, 1 Q..
FLNw0.0
VLAEO.O __

flA=0 .0
FLAw0.0--
d~m0.0
DI~m0.0
TSAuO.0
BL=0.0 .-..-

CJ=778.0
G~m 32.2 ------.

GW=29.0
VW218.0

-.RV=1 586*778.0 ________

RVAP=RV/ V
R-NCuRV/GW,. -_--
ROLm62.4 .- - - - --------.---

TREF a 540.0 ______________________________

IS 1A: I
MSTA= ISTA
NE 0=A

C THE ARRAYS USED IN DIFFE ARE NOW SET UP
Yi! )ZCV
Y(2 )VG
V (3) =TG

V(5)=FL (1)
Y16)=VL(1)
Y(7)2TS( j)
Yf8)= f)(1)
WNCAO a Y(2) *(1.O-Y!I))*Y(4)/(VI3)*Ry*((1-Y(fl)/GW+YI1)/VW)
XO0.0
WRITTE6,103)ISTAtALP

-3 CONTINUE
fl=.0001
KOUNT =0

DO 1 11=1.99999999
IFIISTA .ED. I)KKI=8
IF(ISTA .EQ. 2)KKI=16
IF41STA .EQ. 3)K1(1m24
IF(JSJA .EQ. 4)KKI132
IF(ISTA .EQ. 5)1(1(140
IFIISTA .EQ. 6)KK1(148
IF(ISTA .EQ9 7)KKI(=56
IFIISTA EQO. 8)KK1(164
IMISTA .EQ. 9)1(1(=77
IFIX .GE. STA(2) oANO. X LEC. GE3)1KK1=8
IF(X .GE. GE3 *AND. X .LE. STA(3))KKI(116
IF(X .GF. STA(3) .AND. X .LE. GE5)KKI=16
-TrTx .GF. GF5 *ANJD. X -LE- STXA4))KK1I-24
IF(X *GE. STA(4) .AND. X *LE. GE7)1(KI=24
:F(X.GE.STA(5.ANO).X.LE.GE91(KK=32
IF(x .GE. STA(6)'.AND. X *LE. GEII)KKI=40
IFIX *GE. STA(7) *AND. X I'.E. GE131(1(1=48

-!F(X .GE. SIA(8) .AND. X .LE. GEIS)K1(I=56
IFIX GiE. STA(9) *AND. X I.E* GE17)K1(I=64
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IF(ISTA EQ0. 2 *AK'D. X .GE. STAZ2))mSTAu3
IF(X .GE. STAM? .AND. X .LE. GE3)MSTAa3
MFISTA .50. 3 .AND. X .G6. STA(3))AISTAm3
IF(X .GE. STAM3 *AND. X *LE. GE5)MSTAm3
IF(ISTA EQ0. 4 .AND, X *GE* STA(4))MSTA83
IFIISTA .EQ. 5 .AND, X oGE. STAMM)ISTA23
JF(ISTA *EQ, 6 .AND. X .GF. STA46))MSTAin3
1FIISTA .5Q. 7 .AND. X .GE. STA(7))MSTA=3
MFISTA EQ,. 8 .AND. X 9GE. STA(S))D4STA=3
IF(ISTA .E0. 9 .AND. X *GE. STA(9)MSTA-3
lF(X .GEa GE3 .AND, X LE, GF4)I4STAzl
lF(X eGE* GES sAND. X LE5. GE6)MSTAwl
IFIX *GE. GE? .AND. X .1F. GES)MSTA=).
IF(X .GEo GE9 *AND. X LE5. GE10)MSTA21
IF(X .GE. GE11 AKID. X .LE. GEl2)M5TAuI
lF(X .GE. GE13 .AND* X *LE9 GE14)MSTA:1
IF(X .GEt GE15 .AND, X .LE* GE16)MSTA21
IFIX .GE, GE17 .AND. X .15. GEIR)MSTAIl
FIX( .GF. 52 .ANO. X .1E. STA(2))MSTA=2

IF(X *GE. GE. .AND. X 0.E. STA13))MSTA=2
IFIX .65. GE6 .AND. X aLE. STA(4))MSTA=2
IFX .GE. GE8 *AND. X *l.Eo STA(5))MSTA=2
IFIX .65. 6510 .AND. X .15. STA(6))MSTA=2
IFIX .GE. GE12 .AND. X .LE. STA17))MSTA=2
IF(X .GE. 6E14 .ANJD. X .1E. STA(S))MSTAz2
IF(X .GE. GE16 *AND. X .LE. STA(9))MSTA=2
IF(X .GE. GEIS)MSTA=2
CALL O1FFEfX,Y,YP.flX,IKK,NEO,K.1,MSTA)

[FIX .GE. GFl .AND. X .15. GEI+OX)GO TO 909
IFIX .GE. 53 .AND, X *..E, GE3+OX)GO TO 666
IFIX GE5. 655 *AND. X .LE. GES+OK)GO TO 666
I(FX .GE. GE? .AND. X .15E. GE7+Ox)GO TO 666
IF(X .G5. 59 *ANO. X .1F. G69.OX)GO TO 666
I(FX .GE. GEII.ANFD. X .LE. GElI+DX)GO TO 666
1FfX GE.. GE13 .AND. X L1E. GE13+DX)GO TO 666
I(FX .GE. GE15 .AND. X LE5. GEI5.OX)C.O TO 666
I(FX .GE. GE1? *AkJD. X .LE. GE17.O)X)GO TO 666
GO TO 669

666 FINufY(LA)+Y(lA-4).Y(LA-8')
V1A=(Y(LA,1)*Y(1A)*Y(LA-3)*Y(LA-4)+Y(LA-?)*Y(LA-8fl/FLN
DA=(Y(LA.3)*YILA)+Y(LA-1)*Y(LA-'.)+Y(LA-5)*Y(LA-R))/FLN

GO TO 669
909 FLN=FLN*Y(J-3)

VLA=VLA+(YIJ-3)*Y(J-2)/FLN)
DA=(OA. V(3-3)*Y (J)/FLN)
TSAnTSA+Y(J-)_)/ISTA___________

669 CONTINUE
I(IX .GE. GEI .AND. X .LE. GEI+OX)G0 TO 8000
(FIX .GE. GF3 *AND. X .1E. GE3+OK)GO TO 8000
1FfX GF.. G55 .ANI. X .LE. GF5+OK)GO TO 8000
IFIX GE5. GE? *AND. X .1-E. GE?40X)G0 TO 8000
I(IX .Gf. 659 *ANn. X .Le. G659DX)GO TO 8000
IFIX GE5. GEII.AND. X .1E. GE11.OK)GO TO 8000
IFIX .GE. GF13 *AND. X .1E. GE13.DX)GO TO 8000
IF(X .GE. GEI5 AND. X .LE. GEl5.Ox)GO TO 8000
I(FX .GF. GF17 *AND. X LE5. GF17*DX)GO TO A000
I(FX GE5. 652 .AND. X .15E. GE2+.0X60 TO 8001

____ FIX GE5 GE. *AND. X LE5. GE4+DX)GO TO 8001
(FfX.65.656 ANf. X LE5. fGE6*DX60 TO 8001
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IF(X .GE. GER .AND. X .Le._Ge8.0DX60 TO 8001
IF(X .GE. GEIO *AND* X .i.E. GEiO DX)GO TO R001

IFIX .GF. GEL4 *AND. X .LE. G14+OX)GO TO 8001

IF(X .Gf. GF16 .AND. X .LE. GE16-OX)GO TO 8001

IF(X .GEo GEIS *AND* X .LE* GElS+DX)GO TO 8001
99 IF(X.cE.STA(ISTA+l))GO TO? 2 ________

GO TO I
8000 CONTINUE___________

IF(ISTA .EQ. I)LAm5
IFESTA .EO. 2)LA=13
IPEISTA .EQ. 3)LA=21
1F(ISTA .EQ. 4)LfP29 ______

MFISTA .CO. 5)LA=37
JFfUSTA .EQ. 6)LA='.5
IFESTA .EQ. 7)LA=53
JF(ISTA .EQ. 8)1A=61
lEE 15TA r:O. 9)LA=69
Y(LA+1I)VLA
FLA=AAOFLN
YILA )FLA
RG=Y(1)*RVAP4(t.0-Yi1))*RNC
ROG=YI4)/(kG*Y(3))
SIG=.0047960
Y(LA+2 )=TSA
YILA+3 )=DA
K 1=0
Go To 1

8001 CONTINUE
irEISTA .EQ. IDJJ=8

IFEISTA .EO. 2)JJ=16
IPr1TT =A E. 33-JJ=24
IFCISTA .EQ. 4)JJ=3? __

lEE ISTA .EQ. 5)JJ=40
IFIIS7A .EO. 6)JJ=48
IF(ISTA E(3. 7)JI=56
IFEISTA .EQ. H)JJ=64 ___________

IF(ISTA .EQ. li*=12
PIE =3.1416
DO 86 I=1.2
J=JJ+4*( I-i)
GO T(1(20921)91

20 CONTINUE
FLA=AA*FLN
PLR=(l .C-AA )*FLN
QG=V 1) *RVAP+ (1.0-Y (1)) *RNC
ROCG=Y(4)/(RG*Y(3))
S 1G=.004 790

___ DB=(418.6*SIG)/(ROGS(Y(2)-V18)**2)
GO TO 2a

21 CONTINUJE
YE J-2 )=VL9
YE J-3 )=EFLA
Y(J-1 )=TSA
VJ_)ý-oH ______

IKK=IKK~g
NEOZNEQ+'.
K(1=0

22 CONTINUE
8~CONTINUE
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I CONTINUE
JJJ= JJJ.1

2 _ CONTINUE
WRITE-16,1213)

12139 FORMATIIHU)
C WE WILL NOW PLOT THE STATION JUST FINISHED

ISTA* ISTA.1
IF(ISTA *EQ. I)LA05
IFf1STA .EO. 2)LA=13
IF(ISTA *EQ. 3)LA=21
IFIISTA .EO. 41LA=29
IF(ISTA .EQ. 5)LA=37

-IF(IS TA .EQ. 6)LA=45
I F(IST 101EQ. 7 )LA=53
IF(ISTA FEQ. B)LA=61
IFIISTA *E0. 9)LA=69
IF(ISTA .GT. NSTA)GO TO 5
ISFT =9
WRITE (6,103) ISTA,ALP

C SET UP ARRAYS FOR DIFFE
Y(NEO+1)=FL(ISTA)
Y(NEO+2 )=VL( ISTA)
Y(NEO+3)eTS(ISTA)
Y(NE044)=DfISTA)
NEC =NEO+4
'(OUNT = 0

GO TO 3
5 GO TO 200

222 S TOP
END

SUBROUTINE OIFFE(X,YYPDX, IKK,.NEQgKI(IMSTAI)
IMPLICTy REAL*B(A-H,O-Z)
COMMON BAoVL8,AAtRNC
COMMON RGLvVWGWgGCvRVtCJvWt4CAO,8f41 *ISTA
COMMON ISET9KKKvKOUNTvKNvKKI
COMMON OL.B'.9CLTSA
COMMON FLNVLADA#FLA
COMMON GEI.6E2,GE3,GE4,GE5,GE6,GE7,GES,GE9,GEIO,GE11.GE12,GE13.GEI
14 .GFIS, GFI6vGEt7*GE 18
COMMON PVTSPDA09SCF,REtABNoFNU
COMMON ROF
DIMENSION Y(99),YP(99),l(99) ,ZP(99),ZN( 991
DvmO.o
CAf.L YF'JNC(Xty.YP.I(I ,1MSTA, IKK,DXDY)

120 CONTINUE
DO 1 I11, NEQ
Z I )=Y( I ).OX*YP( I)

I CONTINUE
X=XDX
DX2= .5D+0O*x
D0 5 J=2.999
OY=DX

668 CALL YFUNC(X.Z,2PKI .JMSTAIKK.DX,OYI
'(=0
0O 40 I=1.NEO
ZNI I)=Y( I H.CX2*(YP( I )+7iPI))
IgF4OAF.S(ZN(I)-Z(J))-l.0-05*DABS(ZN(I))14,4,3

3 Km
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4 KK=J
Z( I )*ZN( I)

40 CONT INUE
I F (K ) S. 6, 5

s CONTINUE
WRITE I6,99)(ZNI(I)vI1,NE 0)
wMITF(6.90)'KK

90 FOftMATI 15)
99 FORMAT(4E20.10)

STOP
6 00 7 I=1,NEQ __________

7Y(ITT- 2Z -HI
1210 CONTINUE

IF(J .GC. 3 A&ND. J .LE. 5)GO TO 1212
IFIJ .1l. 3)GI3 TO 2020
OX= .5*O'x
Gof TO 1212 _______________ ______

2020 DX=2.0*i)x

1212 CONTINUE
RETURN
ENI)

SUBROUTINE YF()NC(XoYYPKI.KMSTAIKK,DX,OY)

COMMON SAtVLB,AA#RNC
Z?3O~jON ROLvw.Gw,GC.RVICJ.wNCAO,$3(4),ISTA
COMMON ISET,KKK,KOUNTKN*KKI
COMMON OL,BL,CLTSA
COMMON FLN,VLA9OA,FLA
COMMON C.EI ,GE2,GE3,GE4,GE5,GF6.GE7,GER,GE9,GEIO,GEIIGEIZ.GEI13,GEI
14,C.Els9 GF 16,G 1 7.,E 18
C01h4MON PVTS,OAB,SCF,-RE.ABN.FNIJ
COMMON RCIF
0IMENSION Y(99),YP(99),A5I1O),A6(10),A7(10).AOf 10),Al0(10ObXVSIIO

1 ),XHL(10),XHFG(10),BARH( 10),OM(10),XIg(.l0),COI 10J
2,XHV( 10)
RVAP=RV/VW

9899 CONTINUE-
IF(ISTA .EQ. 1)Jz8
IF(ISTA .EQ. 2)J=16
IFI!STA .EQ. 3)J=24
IF( ISTA .EQ. 4)J=12
IFIISTA .EO. 5)Jz4O
IFHISTA EO.,) 6)J=48
IFIISTA .FO. 7?J=56
IFf ISTA *EQ. R)J=64
!F(ISTA .EQ. 9)J=72
S IG= .00479
PIE m3,1416

SlIM 1=0.

SlIM =0.

IF(X .GF. GF2-OX *AND. X .LE. GF2)GO To 8001
IF(X .617. (.F3-nx A~NO. X .LE, GE3)GO To 8001
IF(x .(;E. Gr4-nX .,. .1-E. GE4)GO To 8001
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IF(X .GF. GES-OX .AND. X .LE, GE5)GO TO 8001
IF(X .GE. G66-DX .AND. X iLEe GE6)GO TO 8001
IFIX .GE. GE7-DX .AND, X *LE, GF7)20 TO 8001
IF(X .GF. GER-OX .AND. X *LE. GE8)GO TO 8001
IF IX .^~c. GFO .AND. X OLE. GF9)GO TO R001
IFIx . GEIO-OX.ANO).X.LE.GEIO)GO TO 18001
IFEx . . GF11-OA A*ND. X *LE. GEII)GO TO 8001
IF(X oE. GE12-OX .AND. X .LE. GE12)GO TO 8001
IF(x.-..GE. GE13-DX .AND* X OLE, GE13)GO TO 8001
IF(X .GE. GE14-DX .ANO. X .LE. GE14)GO TO 8001
IFkX *GE. GEI5-OX OANO. X .LE. GFIS)GO TO 8001
IF(X GE8. GE16-OX .AND. X .1E. GE16)G0 TO R001
IF(X *GF. GE1?-DX .AND. X .LE. 6817)G0 TO 8001
IFIX .GE. GE18-DX .AND* X OLE. GE18)G0 TO 8001

9998 CONTINUE
8001 CONTINUE

RG=Y(1) *RVAP+ I .0-Y I ) )*RNC
A002 IF (K! .EQ. 0)60 TO 8003

CALL ROGEE(ROGYI IJY(2),X)
GO TO 8009

8003 ROG=Y(4)/(RG*Y(3)1

8009 CONTINUE

DO1 11.MSTA
J=KKI.'4*( 1-1
£511 = PIE*ROL*Y(J)**2 12.0
CALL SU8I(Y(l),Y(32,Y(4),YIJ-1),XVS(I ),XV,ýK(I).YEJ),OMI I),CD(I),8

lARI4I I)VY(J-2),Y(2)'
IF(XVF .GT. 1.01RETURN
YP(J)= XKII)* PIE *Y(J)**2 *(XV-XVS(I))*VW/(A5II).Y(J-2)*(I-XVS(I)

A6(1)= ePIJ)
YP(J-2)=( (PIE/8.O)*ROG*IV(J)**2 )*CO(iI)*DAPSIY(2)-Y(J-2I))(Y(Z)-
1IYJ-2))-( Y(2)-Y(J-2))*Y(J-2)*A5( I)*A6II)I/IQMII)*YIJ-2!)
A7(1I)=YP(J-2)
YPIJ-3)z 45(I )*A6(I)*Y(J-3)/DMII)
Ag( I)=YPIJ-3)I
SUMI=SUMl4A5(1I)*A6(1I)*Y(J-3)/OMI I
CALL HLI(Y(J-1).XHL(I)tXHFG(j ),XHVII))
YP(J-1) a BAIRH(I)* PIE * Y(J)**2 *(YI3)-Y(J-1fl/ (DM(I)'Y(J-2)I-
CXHL(I)*A5(I)*A6(1)/DM(I)+A5(I)*,¶611)*XHV(I)/OM(I)
AIO(I)= VPIJ-1)
StJM2 = SOM2 + Y(J-Oý''.rii1)+ v(J-3)*A7(1)
SUJM3 =Sf'43 #ASfl)*(XHL(I)+Y(J-2)**2 I(2.0*GC*Cj))
SUM4 = SIIM4 *Y(J-3)* Y(J-2)*t&741)/(GC*CJ)
SlJM5 =SUM5 +Y(J-3)*AIO(II

1CONTINUE
YP(l) = -SUM1*(1-yf1))**2
A9=YP( 1)
CALL AAA3(X.V( 1),Y(2),A3,AAO,DAAOROG)
CALL DERT( ROGvy(1 ).y(2),Y(3) ,V(4),A9,SUM2,SUM3,SUM(.,SUM5,AO.A3.AI

C19 Al2,AI3 AI4 ,R,.CP'V CPAtA? .A4. AA0,A)
YP(3) =(A1I*A14-A12aA13)/(AII*(CPV*YI1)/(t-Y(1 fl+CPA)-Al2*AO*ROGe~

C)
A15= VPM3
YPI2) = (A13.-AO*Rf)G*R*Al5)/All
Al 6YP (2 )
CALL DERP(RCG,Y( 1) ,Y(),Y(3),RA2.A3.A4,A9,Al5,A16,DPA)
YP14)__=_OP ______________

II-(K.Gl. 1) GO TO 3
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IF(X .EQ. 0.0)GO TO 9999
IFIX *Lt. SA)GO TO 3
RiA=BA+.?5

9C199 WRITE(6,4)X
WRiTE4(6,88888)ROF

4. PORMATEIlH0*'Xu',FI6.10)

1Ff ISTA EOQ. 1)JJ=8
IFIISTA .EQ. 2'IJJ=16
IF(ISTA .EQ. 3)jj=24
IF(ISTA .EQ. 4)JJa32
IFEISTA .EQ. 5)JJ=40

IFEISTA EQo. 6)JJ=48
11-(ISTA .EQ. 7 ) JG-36-
IF(ISTA .EQ. 8)JJ=64
1Ff ISTA .EQ. 9)JJ=72

6 FORMATE1HO.'CV=*,G20.9.5X,*VG=.*,G2O.9,5X, *TGu',G20.9,5X, Pam.G?0.9
1)
lF(X .GE. GE2 .AND. X .LE. GE3-DX)GO TO 88
IF(X .GE. GE. *AND. X .LE. GE5-OX)GO TO 88
IF(X .GF. GF6 *AND. X I.E. GE7-DX)GO TO 88
JFEX .GE* GE8 *AND. X .LE. GE9-OX)GO TO 88
IF(X .GE. GF1O *AND. X .LE. GE11-DX)GO TO 88
IFEX .GE. GE12 .AND. X *LE. GE13-OX)GO TO 88
IF(Y .0.E. GE14 A.40. X .LE. GF15-DX)GO TO 88
IF(X .GE. GEt6 .AND. X *LE* GE17-DX)GO TO 88
IF(X GCF. GEL9-DX)CO TO 88
DO 10 1=191
J=JJ+4*(f-1)
WRITE(6,S) Y(J-3)tY(J-2),Y(J-1 ),YfJ)
WRITE(6,9) YP(J-3)vYPIJ-2)vYP(J-1 ),YP(J)

10 CONTINUE
Go TO 1001

88 DO 988 1=1.2

WRITEE8,R)Y(J-3),Y(j-2).YEJ-1),Y(J)
WRITE(6,q)vP(J-3),'VPIJ-2),YPIJ-l).YP(J)

988 CONTINUE
IF(X .GF. (iFIt.25n0-Dx *AND. X I.E. GE3-DX)CO TO 1000
[IFX .GE. GE3+.25nO-flx *ANO. X .LE. GE5-OX)Gfl TO 1000
IF(X *GF. GF5+.2500-DX .AND. X ALE. GE7-DX)C, O r 1000
TF(X.CE. GC7+.25D0-Dx.ANO. X I.E. GE9-OX)GO TO 1000
IHfX.GE. GF9+.250D0-DX .AND. X .LE.GEII-OX)GO TO 1000
IF(X .GE. G;E1I..2500-flx *AND. X .LE. GE13-OX)GO TO 1000
lF(X .GF. GEI3+.2500-OX *AND. X *LE. GEI5-DX),O TO 1000
IFEx GC~E. fF15+.2500-DX *ANn. X .LF. GE17-DX)GO TO 1000
GO TO 1002

1000 CUINT INUE
IF(X .GE. (;F1-O)X+.?500O)JJ8R
IFEX *GE. 6F3-DX+.25D0)JJ=16
IFEX .GE. GFS-DX+.251)0)JJ=24
IFIX rGF. C,P7*.2500-DX)JJ=32
!F(X .GF.. (,F9..2503O-flX)JJ=40
IFEx .GF. GFll+.?'00-OX)JJ=4R
IFIX .6~F. GF13..2500-DXIJJ=58 __________

IF(X C.F. rF1P-OX.CGO TO 1002
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wRITE(6,8k) Y(J-3),Y(J-2)qY(J-1 )lYEJ)
WRITE(6,91 YP(J-3) ,yP(j-21,yp(j-l),yp(j)

199 CONTINUE
1001 CONTINUE
1002 CONTINUE

WR ITEI6,7 lYPI1) ,YP (2) ,YP( 3) YP (4)
a FORMAT(IHOOIFL=',G20.9,5X~tVLOIG20.9,5x,'TSa',G20.9.5X, 'Ou',G20.9

9 FORMAT(IHOOFLPUiG16.6,5X,*VLP=,G16.6,5XO*TSPUo,Gl6e6,5X, DP.',G
116.6)

7 FOPMAT(IHO,OCVP2'.G16.6,5X,'VGPz=,616.6,5X.#TCPu,G16.6.5X, 'PP-,6 I
116.6)

3 CONTINUE
2 FORMAT(IH ,7EI6.6)

RETURN
ENO

SUBROWJINE SUBi I CVTG.P.TSXVStXVXKI,OMCO,BH,VL,VG)
IMPLICIT REALOS(A-44,0-Z)

COMMON ISFTL,KKKKONTN.
COMMON ROLtVW*GWtGC,RVvCJtWNCAO.B(4) ,ISTA
CnmmnN DL,Bl.,CL,TSA

COMMON F LN ,V L A, QA ,FL A
COMMON GFl ,GE2,GE3,GE4.GES9,GE6tGE7,GE8,GE9,GEl0,GEL11,GE12,GE-13,GEI
14,GE159GE16,GE179GE 18
COMMON PVTS,OAB,SCF,RE,ABN,FNtI
COMMON ROF

9899 CONTINUE
XV= (CJ/VW)/ICV/VW + 1-CV)/GW)
X2=-9.06*I (-.5696wTS+ .0839E-4 *TS**2 +.0927E-7 *TS**3+1352.3)/TS-

Cl .4425)
Xl= 672.0/TS
PVTS =2117.0 *Xl**5.19*DEXP(X2)
XVS PVTS/p
XVF ý(XVS+XV)/2.0
XM= XVF* Vw +E1-XVF) *Gw
TFl =(TS+TG)/2.O
7MV =(10.6E-7 *OSQRT(TFI))/(I.1538.O/TF!I
FMNC= 7.'iE-7*OSO4&T(TFJ)/(1+ 216.0/TFI)
FM XVF *FMV +*I1XVF)*PMNC
DAR (.537S/P)a(TFI/49j.0O*#2. 334
ROF P* Xm/(IqV*TFI)
SCF=Fm/ (RflF*DAB)
RE =DARSIVG-VL)*RnF*O/FM
IF (RE .LT. 0.O)fO TO 9999
48N= 2.0+O.6*O)SQRT(RF) * so:,Fg*. 0.3333
XK =AiN*FM/(fl*SCF*XM)
DM = **3 *3.1416 *ROL/c,.0
CO =?4.O/RF*l 1.0+.15*RE**0.6A7)
IFi TFI .GT.1700.0 Y~N-. TF- .LT.4500.0) GO TO 221
IF(TFI .LT. 400.0 .0R. TFI CGT.4500) GO TO 222
CPVP =.4304 4.167AE-..*TPH +O.278!F-7*TFI**2.0
CPNCF =0.2318 + 0.1040E-4. *TFI + 0.7166E-8 *TFI**2
60 TO 102

221 CPVF = .3319 *0.143HE-3 *TFI -0.1312E-7 *TFI**2.0
C-PTCF= 0.2214 + 05.571E-4*TF!- 0.3176 -8 *TFI**2
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GO TO 102
222 WRITF(6,10l)
101 FORMATtIm ,'TEMP-FI-IS OUT OF RANGE')

WRITE(6#122) TG,TS
122 FORMAT(1HO, 'TGw,E20.69 5Xt'TSw ,E20.6)

___WRI YE E6, 9990 )RE9,VG9,Vt., ROF , 0,FM _____

99960Pb0R'ATf6El8.10)
STOP

102 CONTINUE
FKV O.432*FMV
FKNC g0.257 *10.115+ 5.17*CPNCF)* FMNC

PVF zCPF *FM/FK
FNU =2..60 *OSORT(RE) * PVF** 0.3333
RH xFNU *FM *CPF/d(D*PVF)
RET URN
END

SUBROUTINE ROGEEIROGtCV#VG*X)
IMPLICIT RFAL*8(A-HtO-Z)

COMMON BA.VLB#AAtRNC
COMMON ROL,VW,GWtGCRVtCJ,WNCAO*8(4) oISTA

AA0 =4(1) +912)*X ,Pj13)*X**2.0+ 8(4)*X**3.0
ROG~ =WNCAO/( (l-CV)*VG*AAO)
RETUR
END

SJBROUTINE HLI(TSXHL*XHFGXHV)
IMPLICIT RF.AL*81A-H,O-Z)

XH'.. =TS -540.0
XHF6 -.5696*TS + .08395-E- *TS**2 + 0.0.9275-7 *TSO*3.O.1352.3
XHV=X H + XHFGC
RETURN --

END

SURROI)T INF AAA3fX;C,CVvGA3,AA0OAAQ#ROG)
IMPL.ICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
COMMON 8AtVLB.AA*RNC
COMMON ROL#VWtGW,GC#C(V,CJtWNCAO,8(4) ,ISTA
COMMON 1SET,KKK,K0UNT,KN,KKI
&AO = Rh) * B(2)*X +8(3)*X**2.0 *8(4)*X**3.0
OAAO 8(2) +2.0* 9(3)*X +3.0*B(4)*X**2.O
A3 = VG *(l-CV)* OAAO/ IVG*(1-CVI*AAO)**2
RETuRN
END

SUBROUTINE DERTI ROG.CV.VG.TG,P,£9,SUM2,SIIM3,SUM4 SUMS £0 A3 All,
lAl2,A13,£14.R,CPVCPAA,AZ,4,AA0,A)
IMPLICIT RFftL*B(A-H#O-Z)

COMMON BA,VLB.AA.RNC
COMMON ROLtVWtGWGCRVCJ,WNCAO,8(4) ,ISTA
CflmmoNi ISET 9'KKK
IF'VC, LT. 0,O)GO T0 20
Rz P/(ROG* TG)
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AO xGC*(1-CV)/ROG
A4 a WNCAO/(VGO*2*(l-CV) *AAO)
All a (.O-CV)*VG-TG*R*AO*Ad.
Al?. fl+CV/(l-CV))*VG/(GC*Cj
Al w GW *CV +VW*(l-CV) _______

A =WNCAO/IVG*(l-CV)**2*AAO)

XVu GW_*CV/A1 __________________

A2.u RV*VW*GW*(GW-VW-)/(i'**2*IXV*Vw,( 1-XV)*GW)**2)
A13 a AO*WNCAO*TG*R*A3-A9*IVG,*2,AOG*TG*A2SAO.TG*R*A *A03 -VG*( I-C

CV)**2*SUM2
CALL HEEV IYGtXHVCPVCPA
614 a-A9*(X14V+VG**2.O/(2*GC*CJ))/(l-CV)** 2 -SUM3-SUM4-SUM5
RETtflRN______________________ ___

- 20 "WRITE(6,31)VG
31 FORMArEFO.10)

STOP
END

SURROUIDTNE HEEV(TGXHVCPVCPA)
IMPLICIT IRFAL*8(A-HtO-!)
CdOMMON-RA,.VU1-.A-A,0iC
COMMON R0LVWtGWvGCvRV,CJ9WNCAOvBf4) sISTA
COMMON ISr:T .IKKK

IPE TG .GE.1700.0 .AND. TG .LE.4500)GO TO 222
IF( TG, LT.400.0 .OR. TG *GT.4500) GO TO 221
XHV = 4304*TG +.0839E-4*TG**2.OO.09Z7E-?*TG**3.O-.236. 3161+1042.9
,;PV =.4304 + .1678E-4*TG.+.ZRlE-7*TG**2.O
CPA = .23lA* l1040E-4*TG,+.7166E-8 *TG**2.O
GO TO 100

222 XHV =.3319 *TG + .0719'-3*TG**2.O-.043?3E-7*TG**3-185.381+1042.9
CPV = .3319 + l143HE-3*iG- O.1312E-7*TG**2.O
CPA = .2214 +O.3571E-4*TG -O.3?76E-B*TG**2.0
GO TO 100

221 WRITF(6,999)
99 FORMAT(IH #'TEMP-G IS OUT OF RANGE')

WRITE(691) TG
IFOb&MAT ( IHO, TG=',#E16.6)

RETURN
END

SUBROUJTINE DERP(ROGtCV*VGTGRA2,A3, A4,A9,A15,A16,OPA)
IMPLICIT REAL*81A-HvO-l)
COMMON gAtVLB,hAtNC
COMMON ROLtVW#GWtGC#RVgCJtWNCAO.8(4) *ISTA
0P= AOG*R*A15 *IROG*TG*A2+TG*R*A )*A9-TG*R*A4*Al6-WNCAO*A3*TG*R
RFTURN
END
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APPENDIX IV
A LISTING OF A VARIATION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

FOR ZERO HARDWARE BLOCKAGE OF THE DUCT

The following computer program was programmed for the IBM 360
computer and has been used to calculate data for two-phase flow condi-
tions with zero blockage of the ducting and also for cases where a drop-
size distribution was to be simulated.
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DETERMINATION OF EXHAUST GAB COOLER
INLET CONDITIONS

IMPLICIT REAL*81A-H#0-Z)
REAL'S T2TW(I50)
REAL*. AREAvR~AIR*RFUEL
REAL*4 ARTM,ARPRARWI
REAL*. IRJN4?),WHAT(14)

COMMON /' ENTI4 / Tv TI, R, COA(7)s H4(6), CO2A(?[, 142A(7), XN2A(7),
1 02A(7), 1420AM7, WT16)9 COBI?)* C02R(7)9 H2R(7), X112RI7),
2 028(7)t 14208(7?, Cf8). A(6), P1212)
CALL FRASET1261,2569-1,1)
WTIf ) = 2P.011
WT(?) a 4C-.UTI1
WT13) 2.016
wT(4) a 28.016
WT(5) a 32.0
WT(68 z 18.016
P12011a 11.766
PIZ03)= 12.260
P(2051= 12.770
P(207)m 13.298
P4209)w 13.844
P(211)w 14.408
Ra 1.98726

C PRESSI)RE nATA 32 F TO 212 F

-c READ (5,100) (PfI),.13Zs199)
READ (5,100) fPll)*Iz200v2I292)

100 FORMAT 18010.0)

T -- 7 PM1 ERFATJ~ Uf-C-O5F-F f C-E N IS

READ (5,101) ICOA(flI=197), ICOBII),I=1,7), (CO2A(IbI=1l.7),
I lC(1?B(I )#I=197)9 1142A1 )tI=1v7). (1428(1 (,Ju,7), (XNZA( I),Ia1,7(,
2 (XN2RtI ),1=1q7)v (OZA( I ),I1,7)9 (02811 ),I12,7), IH20A( 1)v, 1917)t
3 (H208k(Il),I= 1.7)

-T -f -FoR-M A 501607/2516.7ý

C INVIuT CONDITIONS
987 FORMAT (20A4)

c
C MASS FRACTIONS

105 FORMAT (6n12.5)
I READ f17.SNfl=9919) C.PlTlTW19VGI.VW1.TGUESS, IRUN,WHAT

READ (17) AREARAiR,RF(IEL
TGllECS=TW1..01ls(T -Tul)
T2MAX= TWI-.01 ____ __________

T~N=TWI+ .01

IF (PI.E0.0.AND.Tl.EO.O.) GO Tfl 999

C
Em=O.
0n 6 1 = 1,6
EM = EM + C(I)/ WT(I)

Em 1.0 / FM

CVI C(6)
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CNCI 1.0 - CV1
PvI a(P1 EM * CVI)/ 18.
PNC1 v PI PV1
t:MN(L =(P1 k M * GNt.11 / PN(l1
TuTl/ 1.R
CAL-L ENTI4AL
Slim a 0.0
00 7 1 a1, 5
Stimzt SUM+~ CUI) * H(U)

f u~rq I I Nq~J
HNCI SUM ICNCI

U I5~D~t.-UIT RIMtRA1U~t: Ali A Furi!I IOuN OF e:NIMALVT

C
nOTMxRA IR.RFUFL
cnNSTIN=U1545.*00TM)/I28.85*144.*P1*AREA))**2
CONST.'JuCONSTN/( 2.*778.*32.2)

T=TGSI
CALL ENTHAL
CALL SIIMIT (CqHCNC1,ENT1)
TaT*1.R
FtINCI =ENT1.CONSTN*T*T-HNCI

CALL FNTHAL
CALL SUMIT tC*MCNCI,EN-02)
T=T*1 .A
FUNC2zENT2*CONSTN*T*T-HNCI

4.01 TGIF=(TCSI+TGS2)/2.
--- I ,U P 13. EU1A 1 i 9)~M.-,11 I)u u

T=TGlIF

CALL SIJMIT(C,HgCNC1,ENT3) _____

T=T*1.8 __-__

FL1NC4=FNT3+CflNS rN*T*T-HNC 1
TST~aFi)Nri*FIJNC3
TSTE4=FU'kIC2*F(INC3

402 IF (TSTi) 405.405.403
403 WRITF (6,411)
411 FORMAT(9O NOl ROOT FOR INITIAL ENTHALPH*)

r,fl TO 1
40)4 FtjNC2=FISNC3

r.0 TO 401
405 FUN1C1=FI1NC3

Tr51I7GIF
C,n TO 401

410 ENTPJ11=ENT3
------T-=r~rrF*T . M
C, END OF ITERATION

VC.1=(DOTM*1545.*Tl)I(P1*AREA*1440)
VCIcVG1/2A.85
wRITE (6,413) FNTNIJ,T1.vGl

413 owwnTiT'0 ENTHALPY a ,EIZ.4.0 GAS TEmpEkATUgFE I .Et2.4.
* AS VELOCITY = .E12.4)

C~)TO I
999 CnNT[NtJE
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ENDFILE 9
REWIND 9
R-8E TURN

bURROUTINCE UNTHAL
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-MO-Z)
COMMON / ENTH / T, Ti, Rl, COA47), H4(6), C024(7), H2A 7). XN2AI7),
I 02A(7)9 H2OA17), WT(6)t COSI?)v Ct)28(7)9 H2q(7)9 XN28(7)9
2 02R(7), H20817), C(6), 4(6), P(212)
3 TT=R*T*lR

IF ( I L I* 0U0) U0L 10 10
00 4Jul.6

4 A(j ) -(Ul=J
CALL H.TRT (r,A,1(1))
Hl~f)=Hll)*TT/WTU.) +284q8.3 61.8/WT1l
D0 5 Jult6!

5 Ali) = C02AIJ)
CALL HTRT 1TsA*H(2))
I4IZ)=H(2)*TIIUT(2) +96290. *l.8t'WT(Z)
00 b J=1*6

6 A(J)-.42A(J)
CALL HIRT ;TvAvm(3))
H(3)=H(3)*TT/wT(3) +2023.8 *1.A/wT(3)
DO 7 J=1.6

I AJI=JXNZA(J)

CALL HTRT (TjAvH(4))
H(4)=H(4)'*TT/WT(4.' 2072.3 *1.R/WT(4)

8 A(J)=02A(J)
CALL HTRT (T,A,H.(S))

00 9 J=1,6
9 A(J)=H2O)A(J)

CALL HTRT (T,A*H(6H)
Hr(6 )=Hf6)*TT/WT (h) +60164.7 *l.8/WT( 6)
HV2=M( 6)
G1,1 I( ItIf

io nol 11 j=1.6
11 A(JI=CD9(J)

CALL HTFRT 1,hA.H(l))
H(1 )=H( 1)*TT/WT( 1) +28498.3 *1.S/WT( 1)
00 12 J=1,6
a I I =U(AJzg I J

CALL HTfRT (T.AH(2))
H(2)1-4(2)*TT/WT(2) +96290. *1.8/WTIý) -

no 13 Jel.6
13 A(J)=H2R(J)

CALL HTRr (TvA,H-(3))
11TT~11TTIT7wI3)+Z023.8 *./~5

no0 14 J=1.6
14 A1J)=YN2R(J)

CALL HTRT fTqA,H(4))
H-(4) H( 4 ).TfT/W(4) +2072.3 *1 .R/WT(4)
00 15 J=1.6

CALL HTRT (T.A*H(5))
W.( )=L4 S )*TT/WT 15) +2074.7 *1.R/WT(5)
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00 16 J 1 .6
16 &(J~uHzflsgj)

CALL HTRt (T,A,M(6))

HV? H(6)
17 CONrINUE

HNC2 wO.O
00 IR full%

10 HNC2=HNC? C* )Hl

RE TURN

SURfROUTINF SUM1T(CoHoCNoENTH)

DIMENSION Cf 1).H41)
SIIM=O.
00 1 Izi,5S

I SIUM=SUM+CII)*HlI)
ENTH=S5UM/CN.

E NO
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MAIN PROGRAM FOR EXHAUST GAS SPRAY COOLER
WITH ZERO BLOCKAGE

IMPI.ICIT REAL*61A Hvn-Z) -

cnmmnN -RA
CnmmnN ROL 9VWVGW,GCttV CJ-7W-NCAO,94) ,ISTA

-COMMOIN ISET*KKK,'(OUNT_____ __

nIMENSInN FL(I10.VL(1O),TSI 10),O(10),Y(45), YP(45)vSTA( 10)
103 FOrMATI P4,8EI tATINi',149.,2X,lIZH~kJN NMABER '92A9)

Mao
2f0O M.M+l

___BA-.2S--------- ___--__

N IC 1.40
-RFAOI 5,s1015).A1P1_,ALP2 ------ _____

S1015 FnRMAT( 2h9)

KEN=O
____ -JS1 STIL - __-_

READ)(5,101l)STAfI),I=1.NSI)
-.--.-REAO(5,1001 CViVGtTGsP-------

RFADI 5. l0t)(IFI.It)Im1,NSTA)

RFAfl5I 5 0I)1 VfII l 1=1 .NSTA)
kEAO I5.101) (DTSIjIzjt1 NSTA)

RFADIS, 10I) 481), 1=1,4)

100 FUIRMAT(4EI0.Z)
101 FORMArI 7E1O.2)
it)? E(WMAT( 12)

CPI.=l.O
CJ= 778 .0
CC= 37.2
ISET = 9

)iw=l8 0
iRV= 1.'R6* 77A.0
ROL=62.4
TREF 540.0
jSTA=I
NJEQ=)9

C THF ARRAYS UISED IN OIFFF ARE NoW SET (JP
VII) =Cv
VI? )ýVr,

VI 3) =T'
VI 4 )=P
VI 5) =F1 I
V I(.)=VL II)
V 7)=TS~il1
y(A)= nlit)
W'JCAO = Y(2) *(I.0-YII))*Y(4)/(Y(3)*RV~i1-yII)I/Gd+V(IW/Vw)

WRITFf6*I(03)ISTAqALPlA'.P2
3 CoNT INI IF

flx= *0001

K(fIjNT_=0 ________________________ _____

no I 1= 1.S99'999
CA1._ r1F-FFI X,Y.VP.r)X,KKK.(NF:O,IKFN)
IF~x.GE.STAlISTA~l))G0 TO?2
CoNTINIiF
JiJJ= JJJ~l
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2 CONT INiI I
C WE WILL NOW PLOT THE STATION JUST FINISHED)

ISTA= ISTA.1

IF (ISTA.GT. NS -TA)GO TO-0 5
WRITE (8 103)ISTA',ALPI ' ACP2

C 'SET HP ARRAYS ;rOR nIFFE
YfNEO+1I~uFLI ISTA)
S( NFQ.2 )YL (ISTA) -

Y(NF:Q+3)=TS( ISTA)
Y(NF0+4)=n( Isray
NFO =NEO+4
KOIJNT = 0
r.0 TO 3

5 IF(M-1)200.?2?.222__
222 cTO'p

soR' kTIUINE rIF-FF4X,Y,YPO)X,('(NFO.I.KEN)-
IMPLICIT R9ALuH(A-'4,O-7i
DIMENSION yP50O.yP(50,?.(50) ,ZP(5n),ZN( 50)
CALL YFIINC IXv,YYP, 1 KEN)
,10 1 I:1,NEQ

I 21 )=Y( I )i.X*YP( 9)
X=X+DX

nx2= *5fl+O'rPnx ____________

noI , j=2,99Q9
C ALL YFIJNC IX.*Z ,ZP ,.D.KEN)

0(1 40 i=1.NFO
ZN( =y( I .flx2c YP I )+ZP( I)
IF(OARS(ZN( I -71 I) )-l.O-05*0AAS(ZN(I 91)4,4,3

3 '(1l
4 KK<j

Z( )=ZN( I I
41~ CONTINOP

5 CONTINtiE
WR I 11 I ,,qq I ZN (I) = 1,NEC'
W RI T F ,,QO ) KK

go r-OMA1(XTT7)
9c9 FORk'AT (4F?O. 10)

S TOP)
6 no 7 =I=,'JEO
7 VII )?( I)

IF(J *F 3 *ANID. .J LF. 5)(10 Tr! 1212
IFIj .L-T. 3)Gfl TO 2020

(-. tBi 1212
?020 1fl(=?.O*0)X -. -

fi(Ox *CT. .Ol )r)=.Ol
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SuRROUT INE VFfJNZ) xyfYKvK'EN)
____IMPLICIT RE-dL*If(A.MO-Z

COMMON ROLvVW9GWvGCtRV,CJ,WlllCAORf4) *ISTA
COMMON !SET.KKK(OUNT
OIMEN.SinN Y)50..V'P)50),.A(10OhA6(lQ).A7( IO),AR(10),AIýO('O).xvS(1O

1).XHL)I4J),XHFG)1O-),vBARP4(10),OM(1O),X'((10),Cr)(I0)
2-iXHV)1IiO-t-EF(10)q-SC.FiI.0),ABNC10),PVF(.10).FNU¶ 10)
PIE =3.1416
SUM 1ZO.
5)1M2so.
S UM3=O.
SIJM4=O.

CALL ROGEElROGY)1 )IY)2) .X)
DO I f=,IdSTA

AS))= PIE*ROL*Y)J)$*Z /2.0
CAL'L -StJRI( Y-41)y (3 ),V) 4),V-Y(J-1).9XVS(I ).XVXKII );YlIj()M(!I),D( I

-- JARH(I),y(J.-29.-Y)-2).RF(I.),SCF(I)ABN(I )9PVF(I).FNIP) I))
YPJ)J= XK(I)* PIE *Y(J)**2 *IXV-XVSl)I))vw/(A5(1)*Y(J-2),:(I-XVS(I)

1))
A6(1.1 YPfJ)
YP(J-2)S((PIE/8.O)*ROG,*(Y(J)**2 )*C~fl)))OARS(Y)2)-YIJ-2I)~)V)f2)-

A71)=I)YP(J-2)
YP(IJ-3)P= A5 II) *A6 o1*)4Y J-3)/ P l
Ag(lI)=YP(J-3)
SIJMI:SUMI4A5)I )*A~,( I)*YIJ-3)/Om( I)
CALL HLI(Y(J-1).XHLEII),XHFfiI),XHV(I))
YP(J-I) = RARH(I)* PIE * Y(J)*X-2 *(Y13)-Y(,1-1)1/ (D-(I)-,Y(J-?H)-

CXHL (I *A5) I)*A6( I)/DM I P+A5( I *A8( I).*XHV) I) /I)M( I

SlIm? = J)-I? + Y(J~-2)*ASCI). V(j-3)*A7(f)
SUM3 = u(M3 +AR (I )*)XHL (I )+V(J-2 )**2 /f 2.O0GCtCefl
SIIM4 = 11W4 +Y( J-3) ý Y( J-2 )*A7( I)/ (GO*-CJ)
SOM5 =SIIM5 + Y (J-3) *A 10 (

CO"JTINIJF
YP) 1) = -SIIlMl*) l-Y~( I.)

CALL AAA3iX.Y(1 ),Y(2).A3.AAO.DAAO.RnOG)
CALL DFRT) RnG,V(I ).Y(2).Y(3),V(4),A9,SI)m?,SIJM43.SOtW4.SU~m5.AO.A3.AI

CI.AI2,A13,A14.R,CPVCPA.A?.A4,AAO.t'
YP(3) =4A11*AI4-AI2*413)/(AI1*(CPV*-Y(l)/)_-I-YU) )+CPA)-AI?*AO*ROG*R

C )
415= YP43)
YP)?) = lI3-AO0*ROG*k*AL5)/Al1
A) 6=YPI 2 L
CAL.L OERP(POG.V I ),Y(?)vY(3).R.A2.A3,A4.A9,AlS.A16.flP.A)
YP(4) = FPP
IF(K.r.,T. 1) GO TO 3
IF(X .Eo. 0.0)G0 TO 9999
IFIX .LT. FkAG() 10 3

9Q9q( WRITFh.,4,X
WRITE hk~,4)IK.E N

A7AS4 FORHAT) 130'

4 FnRMAT) l~n).X='.Fl6.I)O

jq~lL~t,5) .MWW
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5 FORMAT11H~,'A/AOm,*G16.6,5Kt*WV/WNCu',G16.6)

6 FORMATI tM0,SCVuW.620.9,5E, *VG=O,G2O.9,5x, 'TGu',G20.9,SX,'PutGP0.9

n0 10 i. ,i.sT-A --

Joe+#+*( 1 -1 )
WRITE(6tA) Y(J-3) ,YIJ-2)vY(J-1 ),YfJ)

a A FlRMAT(1HO.*PLK,tG20.4,5X,1VLu',G2O.9,SX,'ITS3',620.9.5X,'Ou',G20.9

WRITE(699) YP(J-3)vYP(J-2)vYPfJ-1 ),YP(J) _____

989 FORMAT(I .40,CD= ,G16.6,5X,'A-ARN=' ,G16.6.5X. 'RF=' .GTA..A5x, SCFU',
1616.6)
WRITE (6,A99 ) AN(I) ,PVF I I 1 FNII( II___
R9 OMTif1MO,-A'lN.Cb.5 X, iPVQFý _G16. _6.5XlFNtlal.G,1K.6)

.10 CONTINIIF
9 FORMAT( IH0JOIFLP'l *G1'.6,5X,'VLP=.1.,X'SP'.'.,X I0P='.G

WRITF(6.7) YP(1 u,YP(?)9YP(3).YP(4)
7 FflRMAT(1H0,*CVP=',Gl ',5-,X,'VGP=*, G16.6.5X,'TCPu.Gl6.8,5X.'PP'I.G

I116.6)
1001 CONTINtE
1000 CONTINUEF
3 CnNiTINuisF

KEtN'i(EN+ I
RETURN
F NO

~IJ~IkOiTTNF Suu)l (CVTG,P,TS,XVS.XV,XK.,I),DM.Cfl.qH,VL.VG.q F.SCF.ARN.
lPVF.FNIP)

CnMMnN RnLV.C'w.Gw C.RV.CJ.WNCAOE(4) ,ISTA

CflmmnN TSFT,K(K
XV=(CV/VW)I/CV/VW +fl-CVI/GW)
X2=-9.O'4*(-.I~t960TS+ *0R39E-1- QTS4*2 *.0927F-7 *TS**3,1352.31/TS-

Cl *45?N,744)
XIz AS77J.0/7S

P V TS ? 211 7.0 *X 1 5 .-19 UF-X-PIIQIr
XVS PVTS/P
XVF =fxvs+*AVI?.n
XMz XVPt Vw i.(!-XVF) *Gw
TPI = IT ST(, )/12.On
FMV =410.6F-7 'OS0RrITFI )/(1+153R.Oi'TFI)
FMNC= 7.9P-7* ;'QRTIrcl)/(1+ 216.0/TFI)
FM V VF *FMV +41-XVF)*FMNC

nA (.5375/~P*(TvFI/49j.0)**2.334
ROF =P* Xm/(RV*TrFI)
SCF-FM/I(ROI-*0A)A
R.F =O~ 9S ( V(V-VL ý 4kF 0/F m
AHAN= ?.n40.h*f)SQRT(RE) * SCF:** 0.3333

X= kN*'Im/('O*SCF*XM)
()m =l~ nai 3.1416 *RnL/b.fl
C. 1 = 2',.O/Wrv( 1.6..15*RF."0n.6A7)
]r-( TF-I C.G.7(10.0 .AN0). Tr-I .LT.4500.0) r0 TO 22.1
IF(TFT IT. 40f).0 .')W. TF1 CGT.4500) Gn TO 222

=.~~ 41n4 +.1'67Ff--4*TFJ +r0.27PIE-7*TFI*'2.O
(P~-: 0.231R 4 0.It,4fOF-4' OTFI +0.7166F-A *TFI**2
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rim TO 102
221 CPVF 9 1'+n,143RE-3 *rFJ -0.1312F-? *TFI**2.O _

CPNCF-= 0.2;,14 + 0.3521E-4STrH- 0.3776E-8 *TFI**?
GiO TO 102

222 WRITF(Fh,1O1)
101 FnRMAT(1IH*,*TFMP-FI-I S OUT 0OF _RANGFI)

WRITEI6122) TGT
122 -FnRMAT -(I O,'TG=',E2 0. -69 5,T -Sn',*E -2 0.'6)

STOP
n02 CONTINUE

FI(V 0.432*FMV
FKNr 0.25? *(0.115+ 5.174CPNCF)* FMNC __

'(xVF* F'(V (1XF)* F'NC
CPF aXVF*(VW/XM )*CPVF *(1-XVF)*CPNCF*CW/XM
PVF = CPF sj:M/F,
FNU = 2*..0 wOSORT(RE) *PVF** 0.3333
RH =FNU *FM *CPF/(O*PVF)
RFTURMN
END

SIRROIIT I NE RflGFE(kOG.CVVriX)
IMPLICIT REAL*SIA-H.n-Z)
COMMON RA
COlMMON ROL*VWCW@GCvCRV*CJ.WNCAO,BI4) ISTA
-AAO =R11) ,R(2)*X +8(3)*X**2.0+ 8(4)*X**3.0
ROG =WNCAn/H(l-CV)4Vr,4A&O)
RE TIRN
F ND

SIOBRO117IINF HLI(TSXHLtXHFG#XHV)
IMPLICIT REfiL*S(A-H.O-Z)
XHL =TS. .540.0

XHG= -.56q8*TS + .0839E-4 *TS**2 + 0.0927E-7 %~TS**3.0+1352.3
XHV=XHL+XHFr,
RýI; TRN
END

Suiw~ifTINr titAd31X Cv,VGAA3.AA0.fOAA0,ROG)
IMPI.ICT jR FAL*R(A-Htfl-?)

COMMOmI RfL,,iIW,Gw,C,C?-,RV,CJ,WNCAO,R(4) ,ISTAi

AAO A (l) + R(2)A'X *R(3)*)X*42.0 +R(4)*X*I*3.0
flbAfl A(?) +2.O* R(3)'*x +3.0*R(4I*x**2.0_

A3 z Vri o(I-Cv)a flaao/ lvrG*l1-CV)*AA0)**2

F NO

SIHRnijTINF nF RT f ROG, C V, VG. T C,P. Aq, StM2.5utM3 9SIIM4 SlIM5 AD43. 411
lal2.hl3.614.R.CPV,CI)A.A2.A4.Af~'i.A)

IMPI.-ICIT RFAL*f,(A-H?0-7)

Cnl~mfl~J RflLVWCWCCCV.CJ.W.NICA0.A(4) * ISTA
CMCfmm', lSrl KKK<

I F ( V( *.T. O.()GOn TO ?0
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A4 =WNCAO/(VG**2*(1-CV) *AAO)
All (1.0-CV)*VC,-TG*R*A0*A4
A12= (l+CV/(1-CV))*VG/(CC*CJ
Al= C.w *CV +VW*(t-CV)

-XVU Gw *CV/AI
A2= RV*VW*GW*(GW-Vw)/(Al**2*(XV*VW4.(l-XV)*CW)**21
A13 =AO*WNCA0*TC,*R*A3-A9*(VG**2+RflC.4TG*42*AO+TG*R*A *AO) -VG*(l.-C

CV )**?*SIJM2
CAL'. I4FFV ITG,XHVCPVCPA

20 WRITF46,31)VG
31 FOPMAT(F20.l0)

STfiP

SWIRflOT INE HFFV(TGXHV,CPV,CPA)
IMPLICIT kEAL*P(A-H.0-Z)
CnmmON RA

COMMON ROLVW,6W.GC ,AVCJ,W*'JCAOR14) * ISTA
COMMON [SET ,KKK
IF( T G G.O170n0. *ANn. 1G L~.e.4500)GO TO 222 _

IP( TG .1.1.400.0 .OR. Tr, GT.4500) 60 TO 221
XHV = .430'.*TG *.OR39E-40TG**?.0+0.O927E-7*TG,**3.-0-2-36-. 3161.10'2.9
CPV = .4304 + .1678-4*TG+..27fMlP-7*TG**2.0
CPA = .231P+ I1040F-4*Tr,+.7I66F-8 *TG**2.0

22? XHV =.3319 *TG + .01E3T,*.-033-7T*3IS3I414.
CPV = .3319 + j143mE-3-cTG- ().1312E-7aTG*v-2.0
CPA =.2214 .0.3521E-4*Tc, -0.3776F-A*TG**2.0
r0 To In0

221 WkITF(ts.99J
99 FORMAT41H .--TEMP-r, 17 nR1 OF RANGE~')

wRITF(6S.1) TG
L FnRMAT( IHO,'TG=,Fl6.6)

S TOP
LOO CnNT IfNE

PETIIRN
FNf)

SlfRRFPllTINF rOERP(RnoCvVGV,,rG,'R,A2,A3,A4,A9,A15,A16,)PA)

1101. 1ICII RE AL *9(A-H.C1-IJ

COmmON RA
COMMON ROLV? W,Gw,GC.RVC-jWNCA-O.RA(4) .TSTA
OP= ROG*R*A15 +(kOG*TG*A2.TG*Q*A )*A9-TGOR*A4*A1A-WNCA~xA3*TG*ft

RF TURN

FND


